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Home
Updates 13
Backers 12,376
Comments 2,392

• Spokane, WA
• Video Games
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Leave a comment (for backers only)

Pledge $1 or more 283 backers
Morale Supporter =============================
Pledge $25 or more 6667 backers
Gimme the Game =============================
Pledge $45 or more 2640 backers
Digital Collector =============================
Pledge $75 or more 1697 backers
Gimme the Box =============================
Pledge $120 or more 498 backers
Show & Tell =============================
Pledge $250 or more 473 backers
Art Collector =============================
Pledge $850 or more 30 backers All gone!
Become the Artist ============================
Pledge $850 or more 21 backers Limited (39 left of 60)
Egg-sibitionist ==================================
Pledge $4,500 or more 3 backers Limited (27 left of 30)
Let's do Launch at Cyan. ===========================
Pledge $10,000 or more 3 backers Limited (7 left of 10)
Experience Design at Cyan =========================

Carol Woodward 3 minutes ago
@ Lorna, the video is so beautiful. Thank you for sharing.

•

Horatio 7 minutes ago
Most backers (265) in a single day since 10/25 (326) - and there are several hours left!
Can we beat that number today?

•

Frank den Blaauwen 8 minutes ago
Atmosphere, that is

•

Nila Mu'Hari 9 minutes ago
the obduction logo is finally at the mystonline.com site! :)

•

Frank den Blaauwen 9 minutes ago
@Lorna: Cool. Indeed the same atmospherw

•

Lorna Hartman 13 minutes ago
Check this out: a 3D representation of 17th-century London made at a university and it
looks so much like a couple parts of Myst worlds.
http://www.openculture.com/2013/11/fly-through-17th-century-london.html

•

LINDA WOLLETT 13 minutes ago
I think it would be cool to compile the fan art in a You Tube video and I'd be glad to do that.
Or, since I am the lowest level geek that exists, a higher level geek could create a superior
presentation. Are there any concerns with this idea? Does anyone not want their fan art
presented this way?

•

Nila Mu'Hari 16 minutes ago
@Carol: I'll never forget 'the call' in the very early state of pre - 'URU'. It was one of the
most amazing gatherings I've every been part of. If you're interested, I'm sure you'll find a
lot of informations about 'pre-after' within the uru/myst sites... Today is my first day of this
campaign, where 'the call' is REALLY starting to kickin' in again... :) Enjoy the ride, It'll go
wild!

1.

Sumatria 4 minutes ago
@Tai'lahr wow you just brought back loads of memories, gathering in the city
or around a fountain

2.

Horatio 9 minutes ago
@Sumatria @Lorna: Like I said, I'll luncheon 24/7 for the next 2 weeks
straight if it gets the project funded!

3.

Tai'lahr 10 minutes ago
Okay, everyone head down to the cavern and we'll form the shape of a
seed... ; )

4.

Noah Norton 11 minutes ago
+1 to what Patrick said.
there's some perfect openings in the 120.00-250.00 range and between the
$250-$850 range
both are quite large gaps but reachable for many people if they have a little
extra incentive.

5.

Carol Woodward 14 minutes ago
@ Nila, if we could all put out a psychic message at the same time,

perhaps???

6.

Sharon Guerrette 17 minutes ago
It's so refreshing to see all this positive energy, you are all working so hard
and I'm sure it will pay off , my hat is off to all of you!

7.

Nila Mu'Hari 21 minutes ago
@Carol: 'The call' ...

8.

Carol Woodward 25 minutes ago
The phrase from field of dreams just popped into my head, "People will
come"

9.

Frank den Blaauwen 28 minutes ago
6666 people pledged $25,--

10.

Mouski 30 minutes ago
Hello there. Quick comment... 6 million copies of Myst were sold worldwide. If
all owners would pledge a single dollar, just imagine, for a brief moment, the
kind of game 'Obduction' would be ! 14 days to go and less than 400 000
required. To all Myst and Riven fans out there, i strongly encourage you to
make a pledge.

11.

Sean T. Arata 33 minutes ago
I believe we have already beaten the last 7 days for backers today!!

12.

Patrick Karjala 38 minutes ago
As a suggestion, it would be great if you could include a pledge level that
included copies of your previous games and / or a copy of the updated
version of realMyst (that I hear is in the works). Might be an incentive to
bump up the pledge levels a bit!

13.

Lorna Hartman about 1 hour ago
Good call Sumatria.

14.

Sumatria about 1 hour ago
@Horatio would you mind taking a semi permanent temporary lunch? With a
couple of allowances of you peeking in now and then ;)

15.

Lorna Hartman about 1 hour ago
@Nila, added your idea into the list if that's OK. Edit function is working now.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UwpeZMl5nG6SQ_22br6Uyc61hRaYG
7MSn1bwZRFLcKQ/edit…

16.

Carol Woodward about 1 hour ago
@ Ian, welcome, I am a newbie as well but the love and dedication I have
seen here has inspired me. My family said I have come alive again too.

17.

Nila Mu'Hari about 1 hour ago
awesome work guys! cyan communitiy is the best! :)
today i wrote a little personal note about 'obduction' and send it to the bboard
of the place where i work. i know some folks where really into myst back then
(Mac OS 6?) and i know for sure, we're extremly well connected over the
whole globe. the same msg was going into facebook. i hope the one or the
other old school fans or freshly abducted folks will jump on board.

18.

Horatio about 1 hour ago
@Frank: munch...crunch...slurrrrrrp...chomp...*urp*...

19.

Jason Andersen about 1 hour ago
@Alahmnat: And, maybe more importantly, we already have more backers
then each of the previous 3 days. More backers is the way this is going to get
done!

20.

Frank den Blaauwen about 1 hour ago
Pledges are being made quite regularly. It seems Horatio is having lunch full
time... :-))

21.

Jason Andersen about 1 hour ago
@Ian: Best way to ensure that happens is to let others know about it! Tell
your friends and family, share it on your social networks!

22.

Ian G G Smith about 1 hour ago
I hope you reach the target. It is the first time I have been able to contribute
towards making something big happen. It feels good. I hope we reach our
target.

23.

Ryan Warzecha about 1 hour ago
@Pranab and all,
Thank you for the wonderful comments.

24.

Carol Woodward about 1 hour ago
@ Pranab, I agree completely, we are all hungry for this game and lets hope
that we can get some of the younger generation on board, and hope they will
still be talking about it in 20 years time.
In the meantime I have been hunting down newspaper editors and forums in
the UK, and trying to spread the word, the postcard idea would have been a
good one if I had taken UK weather into account. Tomorrow I will laminate the
cards.

25.

Helena about 1 hour ago
Oh wow! Love the new concept art (not going to say any more to avoid
spoilers).

26.

Tako Shak about 1 hour ago
And a bonus update!

27.

Alahmnat about 1 hour ago
So, I would just like to happily point out that so far today we've out-raised the
past two days' individual totals. Hoping we can crack back into the $20K/day
level again!

28.

KC about 1 hour ago
@Pranab well said, I feel the same.

29.

William about 1 hour ago
@Lorna. Verified. Works. At least it did for me with a simple test and then
backed out the edit.

30.

Lorna Hartman about 2 hours ago
@Sean: Fixed. Haven't used Google in awhile. Long story short, I created a
new doc within Drive instead of just uploading the original doc to Drive.
NEW LINK, please use this one to make changes to the list in Google Drive
only:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UwpeZMl5nG6SQ_22br6Uyc61hRaYG
7MSn1bwZRFLcKQ/edit…

31.

William about 2 hours ago
@Lorna It currently seems to be set that anyone who has the link can
access, but not access and edit.

32.

Sean T. Arata about 2 hours ago
PR Campaign: I posted on both the Oculus VR and Oculus Rift pages on
Facebook.
@Lorna, not sure if you are keeping up the google drive doc but it doesn't
appear to be editable. How should we propose updates?

33.

Pranab about 2 hours ago
I haven't bought a single PC game since Myst V End of Ages including all the
Myst titles since 1996.It has been a long drought and I felt disgusted with the
blood gore and trigger happy games.When I heard about obduction ,it is like
a breath of fresh air. I am looking forward to getting obducted and immersed.
Cyan Folks you rock and my best wishes to you all.

34.

Ahenobarbus about 2 hours ago
700K Wuhuu!!

35.

Lorna Hartman about 2 hours ago
CYAN: Please feel free also to use the Google Drive link if you have any
ideas of what we all can do to help you publicize this and get out the backers.
Not to beat a dead horse--well, yeah, to beat a dead horse--here's the link:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BxYMxKy2nRkZeUhGdWFrYTlZQnM/edit…

36.

Lorna Hartman about 2 hours ago
We've already surpassed yesterday's total pledges for the whole day.

37.

Lorna Hartman about 2 hours ago
Okay, here's the Google Drive link. I've specifically set it so that anyone with
access to this link below can view, comment and edit the file (@Ryan).
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BxYMxKy2nRkZeUhGdWFrYTlZQnM/edit…

38.

Lorna Hartman about 2 hours ago
@Ryan: Dropbox doesn't allow people to make edits to shared files from
inside the folder. You'll have to save it and re-upload--which will I think
change the link, so this isn't a working solution. @Christina, I thought about

that but I'm not sure how many people use Google Docs or know how. But
we may need to switch because Dropbox isn't proving very convenient for
outside editing, and it needs to be.
I also hesitated to use Google Drive (the new Google Docs) because last
time I tried it, I had to individually invite everyone, and that won't work here.
But hold on. I'm checking now to make sure it will work better than that in
Drive.

39.

Frank den Blaauwen about 2 hours ago
@Ryan: If you are eding online, then forget what I wrote

40.

Sumatria about 2 hours ago
I am really feeling the excitement building...come on Cyan!!!

41.

Frank den Blaauwen about 2 hours ago
@ryan: when you open a document direct out of your browser your editor (I
assume Word using Windows) sees it comes from your temporary folder and
will open it read-only. This is because files in your temporary folder are, yep,
temporary, so editing is not useful. Therefore the only way to edit the file is to
save it in a different location, edit the file, save it (duh) and then load it up
again replacing the old one. Hope this helps.

42.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes about 2 hours ago
I'd suggest using a Google Doc for collaborative editing, if that's what you're
going for.

43.

Stephen Hafen about 2 hours ago
@Tai'lahr -- I assumed it referred to the Ask Me Anything Rand did earlier.
Might be something there we did not notice at the time. In his intro, he used
the word "swell" a lot. Something there?

44.

Lorna Hartman about 2 hours ago
@Ryan--working. I double-checked, and the file itself is not set to Read-Only.
But there are a couple of possibilities and I'm looking at them now.

45.

Horatio about 2 hours ago
Frank said: "@Horatio: when milestones always pass when you're at lunch,
maybe the inversion is also true: when you lunch more often, milestones will
pass sooner! So lunch, brother, lunch... :-)"
@Frank: Great idea! I am now officially "at lunch" 24/7 for the next 14 days!
Bring on the milestones!

46.

Ryan S. Davis about 2 hours ago
@Lorna--help! I wanted to make some edits to your awesome list, but when I
click the link, it asks me to open/save the file on my computer. To save the
changes, it wants to save it as a new file on my hard drive. It says the original
file is Read-Only, and I can't figure out how to save the public version.

47.

Jonathan about 3 hours ago
Something remarkable is happening; the next mystery has been discovered...
http://forums.cyan.com/viewtopic.php…

48.

Seba about 3 hours ago
@Tai'lahr - they sure are, Cyan must've decided we've suffered long
enough ;D
Any puzzle hunters out there that still haven't jumped in, and have some
spare time and brain power, this is the time - follow Tai's link and join in on
the fun!

49.

Michael Winter about 3 hours ago
@ Tako. We go up a percentage point every 11K, so we reach 64% at 704K,
65% at 715K, etc.

50.

Tako Shak about 3 hours ago
We're actually sitting at 64 percent. 710,000 will be 65. 770,000 will be 70. I
think. Someone check my math?

51.

Jason Andersen about 3 hours ago
It's encouraging to see that we've almost already matched yesterday's
number of backers. More press is needed, Cyan! The current trend is very
close to the goal now (~1.3 million). Definitely need more press!
I did some calculations the other day and figured the total needs to be around
900k within 3 days of the end (assuming last 3 days will bring in 50% total of
what came in the 1st 3 days). At the moment, we are trending to be around
850-900k at that point... Anyone else biting their nails here? :)

52.

Tai'lahr about 3 hours ago
The " /words/ < AMA > ? " at the end of the update may be clues to the
puzzle some are trying to solve on the forums at
http://forums.cyan.com/viewtopic.php…

53.

Lorna Hartman about 3 hours ago
Meaning, How can *we do that?

54.

Lorna Hartman about 3 hours ago
Let's put it out there in the universe: We want $32,345 to reach our 2/3 point.
How can do that, and how fast?

55.

Lorna Hartman about 4 hours ago
Love Cyan. I too was myst-ified by how such a great genre failed to take off
the first time. Now that better graphics, faster speeds and such are available
maybe game companies will want to get in on this market in a bigger way.

56.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschlaeger about 4 hours ago
@Frank LOL, best idea ever.
/ me akf (kitchen)

57.

Lorna Hartman about 4 hours ago
When they saw how things were going yesterday, they might have been
waiting to cross $700K to trigger this particular update.

58.

Frank den Blaauwen about 4 hours ago
@Horatio: when milestones always pass when you're at lunch, maybe the
inversion is also true: when you lunch more often, milestones will pass
sooner! So lunch, brother, lunch... :-)

59.

Lorna Hartman about 4 hours ago
Cheers! We're making the world of Obduction a reality. So excited to show up
in an alien world knowing almost nothing. :)

60.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschlaeger about 4 hours ago
Cyan got it as well that we're at 700.000, so there's an Update ^^

61.

Lorna Hartman about 4 hours ago
@Christina I added the link to the document. For everyone: To view or edit
the Word document click this link:
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/16087268/Obduction%20PR
%20list.docx

62.

Helena about 4 hours ago
...actually I just realised it's not 70%, but 700k is still good!

63.

Craig Jacobs about 4 hours ago
/words/ < AMA > ?

64.

Helena about 4 hours ago
70% funded, woohoo!

65.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes about 4 hours ago
OK, will do. The new version will save in the same place, so that same URL
should still work :)

66.

Salvo Ludus about 4 hours ago
Woohoo!!!!! 700k!!!!!

67.

Horatio about 4 hours ago
@Christina: It looks great! One suggestion I would have is to include the
Kickstarter deadline date prominently. Something like, "Make your pledge
today! The campaign ends 11/16!" Something like that.

68.

narniaozmasar about 4 hours ago
WoooHooo!!! over 700k!!!!! Let's keep at it.

69.

Carl R. Norrbom about 4 hours ago
And there I just went and doubled my pledge... And +700k wohoo lets make
this happen!

70.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes about 4 hours ago
@Lorna I can't figure out how to edit the docx, but I think I'm done editing my
b&w flier: https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/19209539/obductionflier2.pdf

71.

Connor Carpenter about 4 hours ago
Weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!

72.

Grover about 4 hours ago
$700k!!! :happy dance:

73.

Michael Winter about 4 hours ago
And were there! 700K! Savor the moment, give a round of applause, then
push on. $733,333 beckons. Can we make 2/3 by Sunday? Yes. Yes we can.
By Saturday? Why not?

74.

Derrick Robinson about 4 hours ago
Welcome everyone.. to: $700,000.00!
Keep up the outstanding support and positive vibes :D

75.

Horatio about 4 hours ago
Woo-hoo! 700K is a reality! Thanks, everybody - now I REALLY will enjoy
lunch! :P

76.

Grover about 4 hours ago
We'll make it in 3… 2… 1… :)

77.

Lorna Hartman about 4 hours ago
@Talon, that's great! More backers.
@Grover, go for it. I didn't originally start out including links to discussion
boards in this list, but that's no reason not to add them--anything that will help
us with our grassroots PR efforts should go on the list. Thanks.

@Rainer, I updated the #6 link in the primary doc, but even when truncated it
still worked for me in the Word doc. Hopefully it worked for others too.
Thanks for all the info folks. I'll post this as long as folks find it useful.

78.

Maarten Dijkstra about 4 hours ago
hehe tell me about it. waking up at 5am with a newborn isn't much fun, but it
does allow me to keep checking on this campaign at odd times ;) enjoy your
lunch!

79.

Horatio about 4 hours ago
Uh, "too."

80.

Horatio about 4 hours ago
@Maarten: That's waaaaaaaaaaaaay to early for lunch! ;)

81.

Maarten Dijkstra about 4 hours ago
Lunch? It's 6am in New Zealand ;)

82.

Horatio about 4 hours ago
Why does this always happen during my lunch hour?!

83.

Maarten Dijkstra about 4 hours ago
So close to $700k! C'mon people! :)

84.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschlaeger about 4 hours ago
@Lorna: Link in 6. seems to be incomplete (both here and in the docx)
Thank you for making that list.

85.

Grover about 4 hours ago
@Lorna: great list! Let me add http://myst-aventure.com/forum/index.php…
for the french speaking people.

86.

Salvo Ludus about 4 hours ago
Thanks Lorna!

87.

Talon Edgewater about 4 hours ago
I got a few people from the Dropsy campaign to pledge. Every little bit helps,
right? :)

88.

Tai'lahr about 4 hours ago
Lorna: Thanks for the great list and all your hard work on collecting the
information!

89.

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago
We are really near and i think we are all excited!!!!! Just to celebrate and
remember!!!! :) Cheers
http://www.youtube.com/watch… all Mysts by Veralun
http://www.youtube.com/watch… Myst 5 intro
http://www.youtube.com/watch… Exodus from Myst online
http://www.youtube.com/watch… uru trailer
http://www.youtube.com/watch… mystonline trailer
http://www.youtube.com/watch… Realmyst trailer

90.

Lorna Hartman about 4 hours ago
$605 out from $700K. We can do it.

91.

Lorna Hartman about 4 hours ago
Public link to the list for your viewing and editing pleasure:
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/16087268/Obduction%20PR
%20list.docx.

92.

Lorna Hartman about 4 hours ago
Once more into the breach--this has two final updates. And you can always
click the link to find the latest version in Word form.
-----------------------------------------------------------OBDUCTION
Grassroots PR ideas and pics

Add links and ideas to this list
Hello Cyan: Some of these suggestions are for us, some for you. Use
whatever is useful to you. Thanks! For the rest of us, this should be all the
images we can use for stuff (I think) and some of the ideas for publicity.
--Where did everybody first find out about Obduction?
1. @Christina Hawkes is in process of making a printable B&W flyer. Link to
be posted when she's done.
2. @Matthew Lyles Hornbostel made a fan poster
http://www.mystfanart.net/obduction-fan-poster.jpg
3. "I love Obduction" FB fan page:
https://www.facebook.com/ObductionGameHub
4. @Tom Van Der Spek made a photo book available as a free pdf download:
http://www.mijnbestand.nl/Bestand-IUSHSLVVBTQV.pdf
5. Colony of Gamers interview w/Rand this Saturday night:
http://www.colonyofgamers.com/cogforums/showthread.php…
6. @James Andrew Wodehouse made a fan poster:
http://tinypic.com/view.php…
7. @BJ Homer is offering programming/coding services for donations to this
project. http://bjhomer.blogspot.com/2013/10/will-code-for-obductionpledges.html…
8. @Bob made a Crowdfunding discussion page:
http://crowdfundingforum.com/showthread.php/8522-%28Kickstarter%29Obduction
9. @Dimitrios posted a tribute to the whole Myst series that can be posted on
social media: http://www.youtube.com/watch…
10. @Marien Konings posted a whole DeviantArt section by a fan on
Obduction art: http://www.deviantart.com/…
11. @Eric Hickman posted an offer 3 days ago: "I will edit and help anyone
produce a video for their business or organization in exchange for giving to
this project! For more info, just send me an email at:
erichickmanvideography@gmail.com I also do layout and graphic design
work as well!"
12. Update #7 has the wallpapers that can be used in various ways
13. @Derrick linked to UE advertising Obduction!
https://plus.google.com/116891938274887211077/posts
14. @Evan Smith posted a gorgeous black background flyer 6 days ago but it
has been taken down now. Evan, could you re-post that somewhere for us to
use? If that's OK with you.
15. @Chris made a backer poster: http://i.imgur.com/VB04wP5.png. Oh hey,
on Oct 23 he also posted these three backer images:
http://i.imgur.com/Bp81CwZ.png
http://i.imgur.com/RmQ2kSv.png
http://i.imgur.com/Pn2VNlp.png
16. @Seba posted a backer image: https://imageshack.com/i/mkfuewp
17. Several people have suggested articles to publications or reporters they
know.
18. I suggested live-tweeting the last little bit of this campaign. Someone also
mentioned that Kickstarter may do its own recording of the end of campaigns.
19. One person--sorry, can't recall who--suggested that Cyan should link this
campaign to its FB page. Yes, it absolutely should. Kickstarter campaigns
can apparently only be linked to personal FB pages, not other types of FB

pages. Thanks for the info.
20. Someone suggested using Reddit, separately from that initial AMA.
21. @Zachary posted Cyan's Pinterest page, full of images and stuff:
http://www.pinterest.com/cyaninc/
22. @Salvo posted about tweeting to Geek & Sundry, ONE TWEET from
each backer (and not one tweet per day, but one tweet period). Tweet to
@GeekandSundry.
23. @Adam Morgan is offering script analysis services for donations. See his
post at http://adammorganauthor.com/2013/10/23/yes-i-will-read-your-scriptand-give-you-notes/ and contact him at earthmorgan@gmail.com.
24. @Joseph Garnsey has two specials. First, he’s offering a free month of
tanning at his salon for a minimum $25 pledge to Kickstarter, good until
11/15. He’s had 11 takers as of this reading. Second, he sold 6 Riven Moiety
daggers on eBay for $100 each. Four buyers bought them up and three of
those four didn’t know about Obduction till they bought the daggers. Three
are now Obduction backers totaling $340. Also 140 people saw the auction
info about Obduction.
25. @Carol Woodward printed postcards with just the word OBDUCTION set
against the poster background. For just that term, the top search engine hit is
this project, and nothing piques people's interest like a 'MYST'ery.
26. @Rachel Anne Parsons suggested going through old contact lists and
alerting all our old Myst series and URU contacts.
27. @Rachel Anne Parsons, again with the good suggestions. Cyan, an
Obduction banner at the ferry terminal or up in the city proper would be great.
28. @Tom van der Spek suggested ways Cyan could fill in pledge levels.
Some of these amounts are probably too low for the reward, but this is a
starting list of ideas and Cyan can figure out the levels.
$40 - Soundtrack on CD! You will get in in a case, together with a colored
booklet, which give all details about the composers, the tracks, etc., and also
with pictures of the game.
$60 - Get a full color softcover strategy guide of Obduction!
$80 - Get the full color softcover book 'Art of Cyan'.
$90 - You want the strategy guide hardcover? Ok, you get it!
$110 - A hardcover version of 'Art of Cyan'.
$130 - Get both books, softcover.
$180 - Get both books hardcover.
$210 - Grand total: get the soundtrack on CD and both hardcover books.

93.

Lorna Hartman about 4 hours ago
Here's the public link to this list, updated with some of the great suggestions
and activities people posted overnight:
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/16087268/Obduction%20PR
%20list.docx. Feel free to add stuff. @Adam Morgan, thanks for your info.
Re the Myst tribute video, it may be that the link got truncated somewhere in
the process. @Dimitrios, if you still have trouble with the link in this updated

list/document feel free to go in and just replace it. You might have better luck
there than I did. It should work OK now.
--------------------------------------------------------------OBDUCTION
Grassroots PR ideas and pics
Add links and ideas to this list
Hello Cyan: Some of these suggestions are for us, some for you. Use
whatever is useful to you. Thanks! For the rest of us, this should be all the
images we can use for stuff (I think) and some of the ideas for publicity.
--Where did everybody first find out about Obduction?
1. @Christina Hawkes is in process of making a printable B&W flyer. Link to
be posted when she's done.
2. @Matthew Lyles Hornbostel made a fan poster
http://www.mystfanart.net/obduction-fan-poster.jpg
3. "I love Obduction" FB fan page:
https://www.facebook.com/ObductionGameHub
4. @Tom Van Der Spek made a photo book available as a free pdf download:
http://www.mijnbestand.nl/Bestand-IUSHSLVVBTQV.pdf
5. Colony of Gamers interview w/Rand this Saturday night:
http://www.colonyofgamers.com/cogforums/showthread.php…
6. @James Andrew Wodehouse made a fan poster:
http://tinypic.com/view.php…
7. @BJ Homer is offering programming/coding services for donations to this
project. http://bjhomer.blogspot.com/2013/10/will-code-for-obductionpledges.html…
8. @Bob made a Crowdfunding discussion page:
http://crowdfundingforum.com/showthread.php/8522-%28Kickstarter%29Obduction
9. @Dimitrios posted a tribute to the whole Myst series that can be posted on
social media: http://www.youtube.com/watch…
10. @Marien Konings posted a whole DeviantArt section by a fan on
Obduction art: http://www.deviantart.com/…
11. @Eric Hickman posted an offer 3 days ago: "I will edit and help anyone
produce a video for their business or organization in exchange for giving to
this project! For more info, just send me an email at:
erichickmanvideography@gmail.com I also do layout and graphic design
work as well!"
12. Update #7 has the wallpapers that can be used in various ways
13. @Derrick linked to UE advertising Obduction!
https://plus.google.com/116891938274887211077/posts
14. @Evan Smith posted a gorgeous black background flyer 6 days ago but it
has been taken down now. Evan, could you re-post that somewhere for us to
use? If that's OK with you.
15. @Chris made a backer poster: http://i.imgur.com/VB04wP5.png. Oh hey,
on Oct 23 he also posted these three backer images:
http://i.imgur.com/Bp81CwZ.png
http://i.imgur.com/RmQ2kSv.png
http://i.imgur.com/Pn2VNlp.png
16. @Seba posted a backer image: https://imageshack.com/i/mkfuewp
17. Several people have suggested articles to publications or reporters they
know.

18. I suggested live-tweeting the last little bit of this campaign.
19. One person--sorry, can't recall who--suggested that Cyan should link this
campaign to its FB page. Yes, it absolutely should.
20. Someone suggested using Reddit, separately from that initial AMA.
21. @Zachary posted Cyan's Pinterest page, full of images and stuff:
http://www.pinterest.com/cyaninc/
22. @Salvo posted about tweeting to Geek & Sundry, ONE TWEET from
each backer (and not one tweet per day, but one tweet period). Tweet to
@GeekandSundry.
23. @Adam Morgan is offering script analysis services for donations. See his
post at http://adammorganauthor.com/2013/10/23/yes-i-will-read-your-scriptand-give-you-notes/ and contact him at earthmorgan@gmail.com.
24. @Joseph Garnsey has two specials. First, he’s offering a free month of
tanning at his salon for a minimum $25 pledge to Kickstarter, good until
11/15. He’s had 11 takers as of this reading. Second, he sold 6 Riven Moiety
daggers on eBay for $100 each. Four buyers bought them up and three of
those four didn’t know about Obduction till they bought the daggers. Three
are now Obduction backers totaling $340. Also 140 people saw the auction
info about Obduction.
25. @Carol Woodward printed postcards with just the word OBDUCTION set
against the poster background. For just that term, the top search engine hit is
this project, and nothing piques people's interest like a 'MYST'ery.
26. @Rachel Anne Parsons suggested going through old contact lists and
alerting all our old Myst series and URU contacts.
27. @Rachel Anne Parsons, again with the good suggestions. Cyan, an
Obduction banner at the ferry terminal or up in the city proper would be great.
28. @Tom van der Spek suggested ways Cyan could fill in pledge levels.
Some of these amounts are probably too low for the reward, but this is a
starting list of ideas and Cyan can figure out the levels.
$40 - Soundtrack on CD! You will get in in a case, together with a colored
booklet, which give all details about the composers, the tracks, etc., and also
with pictures of the game.
$60 - Get a full color softcover strategy guide of Obduction!
$80 - Get the full color softcover book 'Art of Cyan'.
$90 - You want the strategy guide hardcover? Ok, you get it!
$110 - A hardcover version of 'Art of Cyan'.
$130 - Get both books, softcover.
$180 - Get both books hardcover.
$210 - Grand total: get the soundtrack on CD and both hardcover books.

94.

Salvo Ludus about 4 hours ago
From the Verge article: "Obduction started its life as a reboot of the Myst
franchise." Whoa. Didn't know that. Glad they didn't reboot Myst.

95.

Adam Morgan about 5 hours ago
@Lorna it's earthmorgan (at) gmail (dot) com. Here's the original blog post:
http://adammorganauthor.com/2013/10/23/yes-i-will-read-your-script-andgive-you-notes/

96.

Lorna Hartman about 5 hours ago
Oh hey--to the person who said the YouTube link didn't work to the Myst
tribute video, the link I posted works and the link you re-posted also works.
Perhaps your system or your connection is having a problem with it. Good
luck--it's a great tribute and I hope you are able to see it.

97.

Lorna Hartman about 5 hours ago
Anyone know if Adam Morgan posted his preferred contact info, or whether
Christina Hawkes posted her final flyer design? I'm adding new items before
posting the list this morning.
We're gonna make $700K today. Wishing we'll make $733K today, the 2/3
mark. With that much funding we get past a certain tipping point and
momentum begins to build back up again.

98.

Alahmnat about 5 hours ago
@Horatio I'm hoping that The Verge's article is giving us a much-needed
boost. We're already closing in on yesterday's total!

99.

Hyperion: Titan of Light about 5 hours ago
@Tom van der Spek, OK. I just wanted to be clear that some of those addons would cost a lot more. Good ideas though.
@ Robert Milius They can't just have hundreds of random things throughout
the game. This is s Cyan, they aren't going to make a mess of things.

100.

Horatio about 5 hours ago
That was a productive hour: $1700 and 43 backers!

101.

Tom van der Spek about 5 hours ago
@Hyperion: Titan of Light - The prices I mentioned are only examples. Of
course Cyan must find the right balance between costs and profits.
But the moral of my story is: throw a few interesting add-ons in the arena, so
that backers will (re)consider to raise their pledges, and so increasing the
chance we will reach the $1.1 M in time.

102.

Dimitrios about 5 hours ago
Chill out!!! we are very close to 700k!!
http://www.youtube.com/watch…

103.

Robert Milius about 6 hours ago
Wanted: "Become the Artist" tier. Contact me if you plan on switching, will
take your spot. Cyan, add some more spots to that tier, they will sell out
quickly.

104.

Hyperion: Titan of Light about 6 hours ago
@ Tom van der Spek Your prices for the books are too low. A hard cover
book and a soft cover book only for $180 and $130? If they were printing
500,000, yes your numbers would be fair but if they are only printing 3,000 7,000 books, than Cyan will pay through the nose to print them and not really
have any "donation" left over.
The full cover soft cover guide will cost Cyan $60 to make since the printing
numbers will be so small. That number would have to double to make it
realistic. Printing books is expensive and so is shipping.
I agree with you that a few more ad-ons would help but we have to think of
the cost for the time to make the ad-ons, the price of making them and then
what's left over for Cyan in terms of donation.
The books could be digital and be a bit cheaper but the cost of preparing
them sending them out would be tiny for Cyan.

105.

Craig Jacobs about 6 hours ago
Non-mobile version: http://www.theverge.com/2013/11/1/5053370/obductioncrowdfunded-myst-successor

106.

Daekard about 6 hours ago
The verge has just posted an article:
http://mobile.theverge.com/2013/11/1/5053370/obduction-crowdfunded-mystsuccessor

107.

Jennifer S Hane about 6 hours ago
Woohoo! I got the box ... $75 is more than I would EVER spend on a video

game, but I'll think of it as an investment in the type of world I want to create.
Entertainment is influential, and the Myst games have been an important and
positive part of my personal history. I want these types of games to live, and I
want Cyan to live. Also since these games helped nurture my interest in
science and engineering when I was young, it's only fair that the company
which birthed them get a chunk of my engineer's salary, yes?

108.

Tom van der Spek about 7 hours ago
Close to reaching the $700,000 mark! Very nice, but we now need about
$30,000 a day to reach the first goal at the end of the campaign. I fear the
well of new backers will dry up slowly, so we must 'tickle' the already present
backers here to raise their pledge.
Quite a few have stated before that the gaps between the $250, $850,
$4,500 and $10,000 pledges and rewards is too big. I agree with that. I have
pledged already $265, but to spend almost $600 to get an Easter egg is for
me personally not good money spending.
But I see a great opportunity to raise people's pledges, if Cyan will launch a
few very interesting add-on's. I give a few examples below.
$40 - Soundtrack on CD! You will get in in a case, together with a colored
booklet, which give all details about the composers, the tracks, etc., and also
with pictures of the game.
$60 - Get a full color softcover strategy guide of Obduction!
$80 - Get the full color softcover book 'Art of Cyan'.
$90 - You want the strategy guide hardcover? Ok, you get it!
$110 - A hardcover version of 'Art of Cyan'.
$130 - Get both books, softcover.
$180 - Get both books hardcover.
$210 - Grand total: get the soundtrack on CD and both hardcover books.
This is only an example. I won't raise my pledge with $210 for 'nothing', but I
will do it without hesitation when I get these two books and the soundtrack,
not only digital, but physical too.
Please, Cyan, give it a thought... we all want to cross that finish line!

109.

Dimitrios about 7 hours ago
edit : why not all start....

110.

Dimitrios about 7 hours ago
+ 1 @ Rachel and a logo at the front page of mystonline.com too
+ 10 @ Joseph
Joseph gave me an idea! Why we all start selling things that we dont need on
ebay and at the same time call for obduction there? We will earn more
money for pledge and we will spread the word. The credits to Joseph
please!!! :)

111.

Rachel Anne Parsons about 8 hours ago
Have you gone through old email contacts from URU and sent a notice? I
only know through Facebook.

112.

Rachel Anne Parsons about 8 hours ago
Obduction is being discussed in Myst online. It would nice to have a banner
or something posted at the ferry landing or up on the city proper to pique
interest.

113.

David H about 8 hours ago
@Mark: Thanks for understanding and being so gracious about it!

114.

Horatio about 8 hours ago
@Joseph: Fantastic idea about listing something Myst-related on eBay just to

call attention to Obduction. Also, thank you for your initiative on raising
money via your tanning salon. Great job!

115.

Mark about 8 hours ago
@David I'm sorry, I didn't think the comment would be a great spoiler. I will
remember it next time.

116.

David H about 8 hours ago
@Mark: in the future, can you try not to reveal parts of game endings? Not
everyone here has finished every Myst game (I haven't gotten to start Myst
V). If the info is really important to the post, please make sure to add a very
obvious spoiler warning.

117.

Brian Thompson about 9 hours ago
@Joseph -You're killin it man, good stuff.

118.

Mark about 10 hours ago
Back then, when Myst was released, I read about it and was fascinated
although the critics were not really good.
I played Myst with my mother, in the evenings.
I played Riven on PC and Playstation.
I had a friend buying realMyst for me while on vacation in the US.
I liked Exile, and I think Presto did a good job interpreting the Myst
experience (and I loved their Journeyman Project series).
I played Revelation, but... I never ended it. I just never got past the damn
thing with the monkeys.
Then there was Uru and I loved it (besides that you were not able to use your
hands in Gira to carry the cages were you need them).

I bought a new graphics card just for Uru. I changed my slow internet
connection to a fast one, just for Uru. Yes, I may be a real fanatic. ;-)
The online part was a short experience, but from this we got our little
enjoyable community.
And at the End of Ages I had to try every finale of course. I was a little sad,
seeing Myst Island end like this... but it's ok, it was the End of Ages after all.
I had really great times in Cyans worlds in the last 20 years.
So, here we are now, backing Obduction. And I will up my pledge at the end
when needed. I will buy a new graphics card once more and an Oculus Rift.
I'm really looking forward to this. It's going to be another great experience.
Greetings from Germany, Mark "DelHor" Fiedler

119.

Maarten Dijkstra about 10 hours ago
So close to 700K I hope when I get up in the morning it will be over that
amount.
Ok, enough posts for now - goodnight!

120.

Maarten Dijkstra about 11 hours ago
@Joseph - Oops! I rather lost track I guess :) Like I said I don't have much
time for gaming with my baby boy (13 weeks old today) so yeah I should go
download it. Thanks for telling me :)

121.

Carol Woodward about 11 hours ago
Going to try subliminal messaging today, printed out lots of postcards with
just one word 'OBDUCTION' set against the poster background.
Having typed just that word into my search engine, I have found the top hit is
this project, and nothing piques people's interest like a 'MYST'ery, sorry for
the pun.

122.

Joseph Garnsey about 12 hours ago
@ Maarten, Lilly is out… Downloaded at 2:30am EDT…..

123.

Maarten Dijkstra about 12 hours ago
@Joseph - that's fantastic! well done :)

124.

Maarten Dijkstra about 12 hours ago
I've been playing games since 1981, so that's the last 32 years of my 42.
Nowadays I have less time to play (particularly now there's a little baby boy in
the house!) and I seem to spend more time reading about games than I do
playing them.
One of the very cool things that's come along in gaming, as far as I'm
concerned, is Kickstarter. The ability to harness the power of the internet to
get like-minded people together to support companies and even single
programmers to create something they believe in is very exciting. I've backed
a number of large and small games this way, some of which are already out,
and one that launches tomorrow; Lily Looking Through, by Steve Hoogendyk
who used to work at Cyan. Can't wait to try it out!
I have a number of favourite games over all those years, and Myst and Riven
are definitely in my list. I have fond memories of being amazed by the look
and sound of Myst. My parents bought it for me when I bought my first PC (a
486 - woot!) after they heard good things about it in the local paper. Even
though the images were mostly static the atmosphere was fantastic, and I got
completely lost in it. My sister and I played it together at times, helping each
other out with solutions.
I still have the best "Eureka!" moment of any adventure game from a level in
Myst. We were stuck in a level underwater, where you could see a light out to
sea, and there was some sort of diagram on the floor. We had been stumped
for a while, and I was telling my mother about it while my sister played on. As
I spoke about it, a light bulb went off in my brain and I ran back to my room,
across the bed and yelled "I've figured it out!" I explained my idea, she
carried it out and BINGO, puzzle solved. So very satisfying :)
To see Cyan back like this, on Kickstarter, totally made my day when I first
heard about it via the update for the Lily Looking Through launch. I didn't
even watch the video, just read the page and pledged. I've spread the word
via Facebook and Twitter and raised my pledge once the add-ons came out
(t-shirt, thanksverymuch) and I will more than likely add another copy of the
game as well for my sister. Even though she now lives in a different city, we
can still talk about it via Skype and share solutions and ideas :) I have my
fingers crossed this project launches, and I have every confidence it will be

incredible.
Oculus Rift is the one gaming 'thing' I'm really looking forward to in the future.
I have no desire to get a next generation console, but Oculus Rift looks and
sounds like it will be something truly different; be able to do, see, experience
games in a whole new way. I'm glad OR is included in the first stretch goal.
An incredible new 'alien' world to explore in virtual reality, in a way that
makes it very real just blows my mind. I am really looking forward to seeing
what the talented bunch of people at Cyan can do with this new technology.
I hope this post isn't too long, and thanks for reading :) Please - every backer
- do what you can to spread the word. Bring new people in, explain your
enthusiasm. If you know people who have an Oculus Rift dev kit, or are
interested in OR, please tell them about this kickstarter. Every bit is going to
help make this bigger and better.
Thank you Cyan! :)

125.

Marein Könings about 12 hours ago
@Joseph: Woah that is some amazing work! Keep it up!

126.

Joseph Garnsey about 12 hours ago
Ok…. Heres what I have been able to do. Running a special at my tanning
salon, pledge at least 25.00 to kickstarter and get a free month of tanning…..
11 takers so far, (available till 11-15), 6 of which said they will still pledge on
their own, and left the 25.00 in a pool for us, that will be pledged 11-15.
(hoping for 50 more people by then)
The next thing i did was list 6 Riven (moiety) Daggers on eBay for $100.00
each (all proceeds come here). They all sold within 24 hours to four buyers. 3
of which DID NOT know about Obduction!!!
And all emailed me that they are now backers. 1@$250, 2@$45. In 24 hours
140 people saw the auction and the info about Obduction.
SO…. if you have an extra copy of anything Myst that you could part with,
List it on eBay with a link to this campaign. who knows how many people will
see it, and then stop by here. What ever total I come up with by the 15th….. I
will double...

127.

Mattis Bødtker about 12 hours ago
I have changed my pledge from $25 to $120, its a big jump, but if everyone
else is willing and have $5, $10 or even $15 dollars to spare, go on... Bump
you pledge!

128.

Kevin SgtPepper Geaney about 12 hours ago
I filmed this yesterday, might do an updated video later today. Share this!
http://youtu.be/YW9VCtjEFFE

129.

Nila Mu'Hari about 12 hours ago
@David: it's almost some kind of tradition to upgrade to new technology,
when cyan comes across w/ a new world. last time I did a technology
upgrade for/with cyan, was after receiving an email invitation from prof. jeff
zandi... it's REALLY about time for the next time! and now let's head forward
to the 1.3 million!

130.

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago
From Cyan forums
"Support different, Support Cyan
Please Like this facepage.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Cyan-Inc/9225241363
Hey all,
I just want to explain something to the everyone. The more likes Cyan has on
their Facebook page, the more acquaintances see a Cyan post in their FB
feeds. As you are aware, Cyan has something brewing... but this time we
can't hope for the publisher to start the marketing machine. No, we need you,
the awesome fans you are, to help us get a strong message out to the public.
Support different, Support Cyan.
As Macklemore would say, “ We give it to the people, Spread it across the
country” - Can’t Hold Us. :D
Thank you!

Ryan Warzecha (greydragon)"
ps: 1. So i suggest to all>>>>>> like like like (12148 now)
2. Why Mystonline.com still does not have a logo for Obduction ??
3@ Lorna this is the correct link for Myst tribute (the one you posted doesnt
work :) )
http://www.youtube.com/watch…

131.

David M about 16 hours ago
@Lorna, once Oculus is out there, there's no going back. That's going to be a
technological tipping point. And yes, the more we can spread the word to
past fans, the better the ultimate product will be for everyone. I haven shared
every project I've backed on FB, but I shared this one.

132.

Lorna Hartman about 16 hours ago
I'm not too worried about Kicktraq--it says itself that its trends are not the
same thing as projections--and I think this project will fund. You're not jinxing
anything @David! In the early days of Myst, the succeeding games and
especially the community that built up around Uru, there were so many
people. If they all heard and contributed even a small amount, that would
help take us through goal and into the stretch goals.
I have to confess that while I don't currently have an Oculus Rift setup, I
really want to see that goal reached, and if it is, I'll figure out a way to get Rift.
I can't imagine a better way to try out UE with Oculus Rift than Obduction.

133.

David M about 16 hours ago
Light's absolutely correct. A lot of people don't realize Kicktraq just
extrapolates from current average pledges, without accounting for additional
updates and the final day surge. I don't want to be the one to jinx it, but
statistically, there's a more than 95% chance Obduction will succeed based
on funding to date.

134.

light487 - "Cornerstone" Backer about 16 hours ago
Kickstarter veterans will be aware that in the last 48 hours, things really go
fast. There's a few reasons for this but the main reason is that anyone who
has selected the "Remind Me" option will get an email at the 48 hours
remaining point. A lot of these people will be those who will only support a
project that is doing well in the final days. There are also the others that were
interested but weren't sure, so selected Remind Me to.. well.. remind them..
and they will make a decision closer to the end...
It happens with ALL projects :) I've seen some amazing final day pushes in
the last year and I have no doubt this project will not only reach $1.1m but
will surpass it easily.

135.

Lorna Hartman about 16 hours ago
Myst had many thousands of fans. I don't think they all know about this. Also,
as others have noted, how do we reach new potential fans? Either of those
two strategies could give us the funding we need to get to our goal here.

136.

Nathan Sandler about 17 hours ago
http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/#chart-exp-projection
High: 1,098,033
Something needs to be done, real quick at this rate...

137.

Joshua Reynolds about 17 hours ago
I expected this to blow past the 1.1M goal easily and am shocked it hasn't.
I'm so excited to support Cyan in this… I can't wait to see what you guys can
do with modern tech =)

138.

Maarten Dijkstra about 18 hours ago
Second that call - even a simple bit of video, some comments to camera;
something that shows us the team, the office and their hard work from Myst,
Riven all the way thru to the new realMyst to whet people's appatite. Heck,
even just Rand saying Hi, Thanks and keep up the good work :)
How about a call to get everyone who's a backer to like their FB page - that's
potentially 12000 people, and however many of their friends. Quite a bit of
exposure at least.

139.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes about 19 hours ago
Yeah, I'd be totally thrilled with an off-the-cuff cell phone video walkthrough of
Cyan with comments from the Cyantists and (maybe) some tantalizing fain
glimpses of Obduction stuff on their screens :)

140.

Lorna Hartman about 19 hours ago
Over $690K. That's great news! We need to hit 700K next and then shoot for
66%. We can do this. It's coming along. I'll re-post the idea list tomorrow; in
the meantime, everyone feel free to add to the list in Dropbox at
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/16087268/Obduction%20PR
%20list.docx.
I like to read updates, not view videos. I know I'm totally in the minority here,
that's OK. I'm a very fast reader and can zip through reading, but videos,
there's no way to watch them faster. It's very hard for me to sit still through
one. But so far the updates have been text and images, so yeah, I guess it's
time for some videos for all those who prefer video content.

141.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschlaeger about 19 hours ago
737 is 67% of 1100, about 2/3

142.

Tiago Regueiras about 19 hours ago
@Carol Thank you very much for you to take the time to spread the word
about our company, and for the free "publicity" of course ;-) it's never
enough!!!

143.

Tiago Regueiras about 19 hours ago
@Marein Könings That's a play about Charles Perrault's "The Master Cat" or
as you might know it by the name it took after the story got out of the books
"Puss in Boots" and it's a children play, that's why it is more appealing,
colorful and in animation =)

144.

Helena about 20 hours ago
@ Talon: Why 737?
@ Stewart: Good idea about the videos, though I'd personally prefer to see
more about the game itself (but I get that there probably isn't that much to
show yet).

145.

Stewart Bradford about 20 hours ago
I think what I would like to see most from a Cyan update is a video showing
around their studios (what an amazing work environment they've created
there), and, assuming they don't have much, if anything to show from
Obduction itself then some examples of what they can do, from Myst and
Riven days to Uru and Myst V. This should give prospect backers who aren't
already in love with Cyan done meat to chew on.

Also while team profiles are good, text is a bit impersonal. How about some
video? People saying hi and talking passionately about their work is inspiring,
boring text is, well....... boring. I want to see the passion dropping off this
campaign like we faithful already know is here.
As for what we as backers can do? I like the idea of placing ads on Facebook
and wherever else one could think of. Small investment with hopefully a good
return.

146.

Talon Edgewater about 21 hours ago
737,000 here we come!

147.

Riggo-Jammin' with the Bolt 420s mon about 21 hours ago
Almost 2/3 of the way there in funding and only half way through... Looking
good!

148.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes about 21 hours ago
I agree!
If Cyan's next update could have *one* instruction to backers to ask them to
get the word out--what do you think the best request would be? If all the
backers could like their Facebook page, or tweet a link, maybe? I'm excited
about the grassroots discussion going on in the comments here, but there
must be tons of backers not following the comments that closely...

149.

Stewart Bradford about 21 hours ago
Woot! Past 690K while I was typing. Yay! :-)

150.

Stewart Bradford about 21 hours ago
So close to 690K now, 700K is right around the corner! :-)
And just regards to the emotions flying around the comments recently, I know
we're all excited and anxious to see this project succeed yet nervous that it
won't. I don't think there is much, if any, blatant negativity, mostly it's just
fears that this Kickstarter will fail causing people to all but beg (and in some
cases demand and attempt to manipulate) Cyan into stepping in and saving
it. I don't for a second think Cyan are going to let this go easy so let's keep up
our part and do what WE can to keep this positive and heading the direction
we want.
It's far from dead yet! :-)

151.

Jason Andersen about 21 hours ago
I believe at some point they stated the shirts would be sent out very soon
after the KS ended. Also I noticed a few people mentioning "waiting for
payday". Just in case you are not aware, none of the funds are actually taken
from your account until the end of the KS (and then only if the 1.1 million goal
is reached). So you can pledge what you know you can afford on Nov 16th
(after payday) and be ok.

152.

Carol Woodward about 23 hours ago
@ Tiago, I have put your company on my facebook, hope you don't mind,
you never know who might be looking in.

153.

Carol Woodward about 23 hours ago
@ Dimitrios, I think my head just exploded.:0

154.

Dimitrios 1 day ago
@ Criswell : You have only to increase the amount of money you pledged by
the correct amount of money of the add on, without increase also your trier.
For example if you had pledged 25$ and you had selected reward tier 25+
you have to add more 50$ to get the boxed game AS an Add on, BUT without
increasing the 25$+ reward tier. Be careful though, you do not add 50$,
instead you have to change your pledge to 75$ total!

155.

Carol Woodward 1 day ago
@ Tiago, that looks like so much fun, one of my Daughters is a make-up
artist, I have helped out with making costumes and prosthetics for a few
plays, I am not very good but remain enthusiastic.

156.

Horatio 1 day ago
@Criswell: Right on on the add on.

157.

Criswell Weatherman 1 day ago
So, I wait for the add on survey to select my add on so I can add on my add
on, probably in about 6 months, to tell them my t-shirt size, and if I want MAC
or PC versions of OBduction? Hopefully, by then, my ex-wife will decide if
she wants one (MAC), but she's already shown minimal interest, so it will be
a secret gift to someone else (PC).

158.

Marein Könings 1 day ago
@Tiago: Haha, this video is the cutest! http://www.youtube.com/watch…
(despite my lacking Portuguese)

159.

Dimitrios 1 day ago
also : How do I change my pledge amount?
Enter a new amount in the pledge amount box. Note that you are not adding
to your existing pledge; the amount you enter will be the total amount
collected if this project is successfully funded.
How do I change my reward selection?
To change your reward, make a new selection on this page. Note that
changing your reward selection does not automatically change your pledge
amount.

160.

Dimitrios 1 day ago
@crisswell from update 9 i think : "Increase your pledge by the cost of the
desired add-on(s) without changing your selected reward tier. After the end of
the Kickstarter campaign, you’ll receive a survey where you can confirm
which add-on(s) you wanted."

161.

Helena 1 day ago
@ Tomer: To be fair, today is Halloween. Some people might be busy with
other things.

162.

Carol Woodward 1 day ago
@ Tiago, Thank you I will take a look, I speak some Spanish but no
Portuguese sadly, perhaps I can muddle my way through. I love film but there
is nothing quite like the feel of a stage play.

Come on CYAN we have a voice actor in our midst.

163.

Frank den Blaauwen 1 day ago
@crisswell click manage your pledge and on the next page click on the
amount. Then you get the possibility to change it.

164.

Horatio 1 day ago
@Criswell: I believe you add on the amount of the add on you wish to add
on, and then when Cyan sends you the survey at the end, you tell them what
add on you added on.

165.

Ryan S. Davis 1 day ago
Criswell--just increase your pledge by $50. When the campaign is over, you'll
get a survey from Cyan asking how you want to allocate your pledge.

166.

Criswell Weatherman 1 day ago
Question - Has anyone seen exactly how to add on an add on? When I try to
up my pledge by $50, I don't see an option to add on an add on, so I am
wondering how to add on an add on.

167.

Tiago Regueiras 1 day ago
@Carol Not much I'm afraid, but I work mainly around stage acting and voice

overs, if you want you can check my company here
http://www.maracula.com/ it's in portuguese, but there's a section with
teasers from our main performances. =)

168.

Carol Woodward 1 day ago
@ Tomer, they are all stuck in a traffic jam and will be along in time for the big
moment. I hope.

169.

Carol Woodward 1 day ago
Wow @ Horatio, I shall thence to browse.

170.

Tomer 1 day ago
Haven't checked on the project for a few days... and I'm kinda disappointed
with the progress. Where is everyone?! :-(

171.

Horatio 1 day ago
@Carol: My namesake is, alas, not of Shakespearean origin. 'Tis a different
Horatio from which I glean my moniker. Vootie!
http://www.comicvine.com/nexus/4005-28333/

172.

Michael Ozark 1 day ago
@Tore I was merely acknowledging the cooperative and positive effort that is

obvious from the recent activity here. I believe it will have a positive impact
on the results of this kickstarter. Isn't that what we all want? When have I
bashed anyone, and why should that comment be directed as a response to
MY post?

173.

Carol Woodward 1 day ago
@Tiago, cool job, I will look out for you in the very near future, any major
parts to date?

174.

Tiago Regueiras 1 day ago
@Carol But I'd gladly accept the Starbucks in my hometown ;-)...

175.

Tiago Regueiras 1 day ago
@Carol Nah... As much as I like coffee I really prefer to do my job, I'm an
actor by the way. Cyan if your interested in hiring =D...

176.

Robert Milius 1 day ago
Any "Become an Artist" tierer's that has second thoughts or wants to switch,
let me know. Will gladly take your spot.

177.

Carol Woodward 1 day ago
@ Tiago, I think we should all get together and do that for you, Everyone

should have a Starbucks.
Perhaps you are destined to open one yourself ???

178.

Carol Woodward 1 day ago
@ Horatio, takes a bow, epic name you have.

179.

Tiago Regueiras 1 day ago
@Carol You would do that for me? =D...

180.

Horatio 1 day ago
@Carol: lol re: Starbucks!

181.

Carol Woodward 1 day ago
@ Tiago, perhaps we should get you a Starbucks via kickstarter.

182.

Carol Woodward 1 day ago
Wow, I go away to eat and return to find so much work and enthusiasm going
on, it's awe inspiring.

183.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 1 day ago
@Marein good call! I've updated the file to reflect that.

184.

Tore Mygland ~~Dream Traveller~~ $6.13 1 day ago
... so much bashing of alleged 1$ backers. I wonder how these people have
access to other people's pledges? Get a life...

185.

Michael Ozark 1 day ago
So many hard working backers! So much POSITIVE energy!

186.

Marein Könings 1 day ago
@Christina: Looking good! My tip would be to mention explicitly that Cyan is
making this game (in the main text, not only on the strips). Right now I'm
afraid people could think that Cyan has nothing to do with the project, and
Myst is only being used to grab the attention.
Also I would center-align the "Please support it" text, and perhaps justifyalign the main text body.

187.

Tiago Regueiras 1 day ago
@Ryan My city doesn't have any Starbucks... :-( *snif*...

188.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 1 day ago
Thanks for all your work, Lorna!

189.

Lorna Hartman 1 day ago
I have to go do, you know, other stuff. See you all later. We're over $687K.
Wonder when we're going to hit $700K.

190.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 1 day ago
@Ryan thanks for the feedback.
I think that capturing the "oh yeah, Myst!" is the best way to catch attention,
but this version tries to balance that more with information on Obduction:
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/19209539/obductionflier2.pdf

191.

Lorna Hartman 1 day ago
Dropbox it is. Here's the public link:
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/16087268/Obduction%20PR
%20list.docx
To all and sundry: Put the link into your browser link and it'll let you open the
file. You can make changes, save, etc.

192.

Joel 1 day ago
Actually, you do have to "Create a new version" with a different URL - my
mistake. Google Drive or Dropbox would probably be better to keep the URL
persistent.

193.

Lorna Hartman 1 day ago
@Joel, I've got Google Drive and Dropbox also.
Add info to this list on Pastebin at http://pastebin.com/8M0AfSRd, paste title
"Obduction PR Pics & Ideas."
Joel, how I get the raw data from down below to migrate up to the main area,
update it, save it, whatever, I haven't taken the time to figure out. Would you
test it and make sure it's there and working?

194.

Ryan S. Davis 1 day ago
I encourage everyone to pick the image/flier they like best, and print a stack
of them. Leave them in the break room at your office and stick one up in your
local Starbucks--all of them, since no city has only 1 Starbucks!

195.

Joel 1 day ago
@Lorna - Maybe you could put it on Pastebin or something so it can be
reused and edited easily.

196.

Lorna Hartman 1 day ago
This should be all the images we can use for stuff (I think) and some of the
ideas for publicity.
--Where did everybody first find out about Obduction?

1. @Christina Hawkes is in process of making a printable B&W flyer. Link to
be posted when she's done.
2. @Matthew Lyles Hornbostel made a fan poster
http://www.mystfanart.net/obduction-fan-poster.jpg
3. "I love Obduction" FB fan page:
https://www.facebook.com/ObductionGameHub
4. @Tom Van Der Spek made a photo book available as a free pdf download:
http://www.mijnbestand.nl/Bestand-IUSHSLVVBTQV.pdf
5. Colony of Gamers interview w/Rand this Saturday night:
http://www.colonyofgamers.com/cogforums/showthread.php…
6. @James Andrew Wodehouse made a fan poster:
http://tinypic.com/view.php…
7. @BJ Homer is offering programming/coding services for donations to this
project. http://bjhomer.blogspot.com/2013/10/will-code-for-obductionpledges.html…
8. @Bob made a Crowdfunding discussion page:
http://crowdfundingforum.com/showthread.php/8522-%28Kickstarter%29Obduction
9. @Dimitrios posted a tribute to the whole Myst series that can be posted on
social media: http://www.youtube.com/watch…
10. @Marien Konings posted a whole DeviantArt section by a fan on
Obduction art: http://www.deviantart.com/…
11. @Eric Hickman posted an offer 3 days ago: "I will edit and help anyone
produce a video for their business or organization in exchange for giving to
this project! For more info, just send me an email at:
erichickmanvideography@gmail.com I also do layout and graphic design
work as well!"
12. Update #7 has the wallpapers that can be used in various ways
13. @Derrick linked to UE advertising Obduction!
https://plus.google.com/116891938274887211077/posts
14. @Evan Smith posted a gorgeous black background flyer 6 days ago but it
has been taken down now. Evan, could you re-post that somewhere for us to
use? If that's OK with you.
15. @Chris made a backer poster: http://i.imgur.com/VB04wP5.png. Oh hey,
on Oct 23 he also posted these three backer images:
http://i.imgur.com/Bp81CwZ.png
http://i.imgur.com/RmQ2kSv.png
http://i.imgur.com/Pn2VNlp.png
16. @Seba posted a backer image: https://imageshack.com/i/mkfuewp
17. Several people have suggested articles to publications or reporters they
know.
18. I suggested live-tweeting the last little bit of this campaign.
19. One person--sorry, can't recall who--suggested that Cyan should link this
campaign to its FB page. Yes, it absolutely should.

20. Someone suggested using Reddit, separately from that initial AMA.
21. @Zachary posted Cyan's Pinterest page, full of images and stuff:
http://www.pinterest.com/cyaninc/
22. @Salvo posted about tweeting to Geek & Sundry, ONE TWEET from
each backer (and not one tweet per day, but one tweet period). Tweet to
@GeekandSundry.
23. @Adam Morgan is offering script analysis services for donations. Adam,
are you around to confirm? Since I apparently did a mashup of two service
offers, 'cause that's how I roll, I don't have your preferred contact info for this
offer. What would you like people to use?

197.

Lorna Hartman 1 day ago
@Ryan thanks. New version coming up.

198.

Carol Woodward 1 day ago
@ Nila that is an interesting thought. Arecibo I mean.

199.

Ryan S. Davis 1 day ago
@Lorna--I'm sure that BJ Homer is doing programming/coding and not script
analysis--because it says so in that link you posted :) So you can change #7
to reflect that.
As for Adam Morgan, while I'm relatively sure he's doing the script analysis,
he also comments pretty frequently, so we can wait for him to see this and
confirm, if that helps.

200.

Nila Mu'Hari 1 day ago
Something completely different: As many of you know, 'the game' already

started and we're already 'in it'. A lot of speculations and discussions are
going on re: that at the cyan forums...
I already mentioned it once (in a rather non spoilerish way) but it didn't
resonated, so I'm posting it again, a little more open: Since it's cyan and
everything is important, I've checked the 'end-date' of the KS, 'Nov. 16th'... I
found something very interesting and I do believe, it's not a coincidence. On
Nov. 16th 1974 the following happened on planet earth:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arecibo_message
I couldn't find more in it for helping the puzzles at the cyan forum but maybe
one of you will see something, that I was missing!?
Sorry for x-posting this on the forums as well.

201.

Carol Woodward 1 day ago
I would love to know how many backers are from the UK, it's hard to get any
response when I put it on facebook, I have tagged everyone I know but I am
not sure the message is out over here.

202.

Lorna Hartman 1 day ago
@Ryan, OK--are you absolutely certain? I'm not going back through
everything to look again, and doing a Find only goes through the current
page, so it's not much of a time-saver. If you're totally sure, I'll change it. I
want it to be right, but can't take the time to go back through everything again
... Let me know, thanks.

203.

Ryan S. Davis 1 day ago
Hi Christina. 2 suggestions:
1. Less text. I know it's all good info, but a flier should grab attention and be
easily scanned.
2. Maybe a little less emphasis on Myst, or a little more on Obduction. Could
you use the sphere logo for Obduction instead of the linking book somehow?

204.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 1 day ago
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/19209539/obductionflier.pdf Here's the
first draft of my flier, let me know if anyone has suggestions!

205.

Ryan S. Davis 1 day ago
@Lorna--I think you have an error with #7. Adam Morgan is offering the script
analysis. BJ Homer is offering the computer programming/coding. You
smooshed these 2 offerings into one, I think.

206.

Carol Woodward 1 day ago
@ Nila it is super cool, everything happens for a reason.

207.

Marein Könings 1 day ago
Don't forget about http://obductiongame.com/ which has all the links.

208.

Horatio 1 day ago
@David: Even better. Thanks.

209.

David Thery-Bulha 1 day ago
the easiest short link is : http://bit.ly/cyan-game

210.

Lorna Hartman 1 day ago
Thanks for the info @Helena. If KS does live-stream the end of campaigns I
hope Cyan takes advantage of it. Pretty cool.

211.

Nila Mu'Hari 1 day ago
Why not cyan.com? ;)

212.

Horatio 1 day ago
@Joel: There's also this short link: http://kck.st/16d8IRE

213.

Joel 1 day ago
I was referring to linking on the paper flyers, by the way.

214.

Joel 1 day ago
The problem with linking to the kickstarter is that the URL is long enough that
people can't easily memorize it, making them less likely to check it out. So I
think obductiongame.com is better. Or perhaps
http://tinyurl.com/obductiongame, which I just set up to go here?

215.

Helena 1 day ago
@ Lorna: great list! Regarding point 19, though: unfortunately Kickstarter
doesn't allow project creators to link a company Facebook, only a personal
one. I have no idea why.
Another suggestion related to point 18: many Kickstarters also live-stream
the last few hours of their campaign. I don't know if Cyan have anything like
that planned, but it does seem to be very popular.

216.

Nila Mu'Hari 1 day ago
@Carol: How cool is that??? :)

217.

Lorna Hartman 1 day ago
There. I finally sent my one tweet to Geek & Sundry. (Only one, not one per
day, just one.) We have some great ideas and resources in this discussion.

218.

Lorna Hartman 1 day ago
Might be more useful to you all if it were marked better. Here it is numbered,
with @Horatio's suggestion added.
Went back through the entire thread. Got all the images we can use for stuff
(I think) and some of the ideas for publicity.
--Where did everybody first find out about Obduction?
1. @Christina Hawkes was going to make a flyer, but I haven't seen a link to
it yet.
2. @Matthew Lyles Hornbostel made a fan poster
http://www.mystfanart.net/obduction-fan-poster.jpg

3. "I love Obduction" FB fan page:
https://www.facebook.com/ObductionGameHub
4. @Tom Van Der Spek made a photo book available as a free pdf download:
http://www.mijnbestand.nl/Bestand-IUSHSLVVBTQV.pdf
5. Colony of Gamers interview w/Rand this Saturday night:
http://www.colonyofgamers.com/cogforums/showthread.php…
6. @James Andrew Wodehouse made a fan poster:
http://tinypic.com/view.php…
7. @BJ Homer is offering script analysis services for donations:
http://bjhomer.blogspot.com/2013/10/will-code-for-obduction-pledges.html…
8. @Bob made a Crowdfunding discussion page:
http://crowdfundingforum.com/showthread.php/8522-%28Kickstarter%29Obduction
9. @Dimitrios posted a tribute to the whole Myst series that can be posted on
social media: http://www.youtube.com/watch…
10. @Marien Konings posted a whole DeviantArt section by a fan on
Obduction art: http://www.deviantart.com/…
11. @Eric Hickman posted an offer 3 days ago: "I will edit and help anyone
produce a video for their business or organization in exchange for giving to
this project! For more info, just send me an email at:
erichickmanvideography@gmail.com I also do layout and graphic design
work as well!"
12. Update #7 has the wallpapers that can be used in various ways
13. @Derrick linked to UE advertising Obduction!
https://plus.google.com/116891938274887211077/posts
14. @Evan Smith posted a gorgeous black background flyer 6 days ago but it
has been taken down now. Evan, could you re-post that somewhere for us to
use? If that's OK with you.
15. @Chris made a backer poster: http://i.imgur.com/VB04wP5.png. Oh hey,
on Oct 23 he also posted these three backer images:
http://i.imgur.com/Bp81CwZ.png
http://i.imgur.com/RmQ2kSv.png
http://i.imgur.com/Pn2VNlp.png
16. @Seba posted a backer image: https://imageshack.com/i/mkfuewp
17. Several people have suggested articles to publications or reporters they
know.
18. I suggested live-tweeting the last little bit of this campaign.
19. One person--sorry, can't recall who--suggested that Cyan should link this
campaign to its FB page. Yes, it absolutely should.
20. Someone suggested using Reddit, separately from that initial AMA.
21. @Zachary posted Cyan's Pinterest page, full of images and stuff:
http://www.pinterest.com/cyaninc/
22. @Salvo posted about tweeting to Geek & Sundry, ONE TWEET from
each backer (and not one tweet per day, but one tweet period). Tweet to

@GeekandSundry.

219.

Sean T. Arata 1 day ago
I sort of wish there was a section where people could indicate why they
haven't backed or if something is holding them back. This would have to be
outside the main comments but I would really like to know what is holding
people back at the moment. We're currently #1 on Kicktraq which is good so I
wonder how many people actually visit.

220.

Horatio 1 day ago
@ Lorna: Thank you for doing all that legwork! I agree with Salvo about
posting that list here once a day. Also, I would suggest adding Salvo's info on
tweeting to Geek and Sundry, along with the caveat of only tweeting once per
backer to avoid the perception of spamming.

221.

Tiago Regueiras 1 day ago
@CosmicMeeting What you need is a hug... Please get one...

222.

Michael Ozark 1 day ago
Another Egg-sibitionist !!! Thank You!

223.

Salvo Ludus 1 day ago
@Lorna Thank you for all that work! Can't believe you went over more than
2000 posts. Please copy the text of your comment an save it somewhere. If
you can post that at least once a day, we can have a floating list of resources
here. Great!

224.

Carol Woodward 1 day ago
I found out about this because I accidentally clicked the wrong button when
re-installing Myst IV after my pc died. The button took me to the CYAN
website and here we are.

225.

Lorna Hartman 1 day ago
@Christina I'd say to Kickstarter because we are specifically trying to raise
money. You could include a secondary link to the game website, but that
might distract from the Kickstarter link. They can get the game website link
here or at Cyan's website too. That's my thinking, anyway.

226.

Geoff Lingham 1 day ago
@David Thanks for your PM and your question about why not use a pay-perclick facebook ad campaign.
My gut feeling is that I can buy more traffic for $10 if I can get 150K
impressions at a really low bid price like $0.06 per 1K impressions. If the
click-through rate is the same either way then hopefully I can get lots of clicks
without having to pay a high pay-per-click price. If the click-thru-rate is
optimistically 0.5% say then I could get 750 clicks from 150K impressions. In
comparison, if each click cost me $0.30 say via pay-per-click then those
same 750 clicks would have cost $225 rather than the $10 via pay-perthousand impressions!! Of course this is all hypothetical until I get some test
results back. It would be great if you can also run an ad campaign to test
what works best. When we get the best campaign results then we could get
lots of other backers behind it to run ad campaigns and scale it up! Looking
forward to see how you get on too. :)
Thanks to the many fans who have already liked the "I love Obduction

Game" fan page at http://www.facebook.com/ObductionGameHub
I will make some time tomorrow to add content to the fan page from the
Comments here, such as posters, logos, fliers, links to other fan content like
books etc. Of course if you have fan content that you want to share then
please also post it on the facebook fan page.

227.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 1 day ago
OK! Link to obductiongame.com, or to the Kickstarter?

228.

Lorna Hartman 1 day ago
@Christina, if the flyer is for physically putting up around town then tear-off
strips would be great. Cheesy, sure, but they're never going to keep this in
their minds until they get home without some help.

229.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 1 day ago
Still working on the flyer! If anyone can recommend black-and-white Mystrelated art, I'll include it. Also, do you think the flyers with the little tear-off
tabs at the bottom with a URL on them are cheesy, or a good idea?

230.

Lorna Hartman 1 day ago
Went back through the entire thread. Got all the images we can use for stuff
(I think) and some of the ideas for publicity.
--Where did everybody first find out about Obduction?
@Christina Hawkes was going to make a flyer, but I haven't seen a link to it
yet.
@Matthew Lyles Hornbostel made a fan poster
http://www.mystfanart.net/obduction-fan-poster.jpg

"I love Obduction" FB fan page:
https://www.facebook.com/ObductionGameHub
@Tom Van Der Spek made a photo book available as a free pdf download:
http://www.mijnbestand.nl/Bestand-IUSHSLVVBTQV.pdf
Colony of Gamers interview w/Rand this Saturday night:
http://www.colonyofgamers.com/cogforums/showthread.php…
@James Andrew Wodehouse made a fan poster:
http://tinypic.com/view.php…
@BJ Homer is offering script analysis services for donations:
http://bjhomer.blogspot.com/2013/10/will-code-for-obduction-pledges.html…
@Bob made a Crowdfunding discussion page:
http://crowdfundingforum.com/showthread.php/8522-%28Kickstarter%29Obduction
@Dimitrios posted a tribute to the whole Myst series that can be posted on
social media: http://www.youtube.com/watch…
@Marien Konings posted a whole DeviantArt section by a fan on Obduction
art: http://www.deviantart.com/…
@Eric Hickman posted an offer 3 days ago: "I will edit and help anyone
produce a video for their business or organization in exchange for giving to
this project! For more info, just send me an email at:
erichickmanvideography@gmail.com I also do layout and graphic design
work as well!"
Update #7 has the wallpapers that can be used in various ways
@Derrick linked to UE advertising Obduction!
https://plus.google.com/116891938274887211077/posts
@Evan Smith posted a gorgeous black background flyer 6 days ago but it
has been taken down now. Evan, could you re-post that somewhere for us to
use? If that's OK with you.
@Chris made a backer poster: http://i.imgur.com/VB04wP5.png. Oh hey, on
Oct 23 he also posted these three backer images:
http://i.imgur.com/Bp81CwZ.png
http://i.imgur.com/RmQ2kSv.png
http://i.imgur.com/Pn2VNlp.png
@Seba posted a backer image: https://imageshack.com/i/mkfuewp
Several people have suggested articles to publications or reporters they
know.
I suggested live-tweeting the last little bit of this campaign.
One person--sorry, can't recall who--suggested that Cyan should link this
campaign to its FB page. Yes, it absolutely should.
Someone suggested using Reddit, separately from that initial AMA.
@Zachary posted Cyan's Pinterest page, full of images and stuff:
http://www.pinterest.com/cyaninc/
I think my favorite was @Josiah Wilson: "Shut up and take my money!"
That's exactly how I feel about Obduction.

231.

Dimitrios 1 day ago
Chill out !! :)
https://www.youtube.com/watch…
https://www.youtube.com/watch…
https://www.facebook.com/CyanGames (hit the like button, spread the word
via FB)

232.

Michael Ozark 1 day ago
@Christina -Sorry, that was your original question!

233.

Fereval 1 day ago
@Christina 'Riv' Hawkes I heard about it through a french PC Gaming forum
(Canardpc.com).

234.

Michael Winter 1 day ago
@kevin: Great video, but is there a way to turn down the music? It's a little
too loud to hear you clearly over.

235.

James Andrew Wodehouse 1 day ago
Lorna don't know if you could use this ?
http://i44.tinypic.com/2zo9kkg.jpg

236.

Michael Ozark 1 day ago
@ Tai'lahr I heard about it on the Cyan forums and then there were Rand's
comments earlier this year to the effect of looking at, or being interested in
doing a Kickstarter.

237.

Dimitrios 1 day ago
From Cyan forums
"Support different, Support Cyan
Please Like this facepage.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Cyan-Inc/9225241363
Hey all,
I just want to explain something to the everyone. The more likes Cyan has on
their Facebook page, the more acquaintances see a Cyan post in their FB
feeds. As you are aware, Cyan has something brewing... but this time we
can't hope for the publisher to start the marketing machine. No, we need you,
the awesome fans you are, to help us get a strong message out to the public.
Support different, Support Cyan.
As Macklemore would say, “ We give it to the people, Spread it across the
country” - Can’t Hold Us. :D
Thank you!
Ryan Warzecha (greydragon)"
ps: 1. So i suggest to all>>>>>> like like like (12007 now)
2. Why Mystonline.com still does not have a logo for Obduction ??

238.

Kevin SgtPepper Geaney 1 day ago
Everyone spread this video! Get backers! http://youtu.be/5crHictnYVM

239.

Tai'lahr 1 day ago
@Christina: Good idea to ask where they heard about Obduction. I heard
about it on the Cyan forums. Anyone else want to say where they heard
about it? It might help us to learn what works in getting the word out.

240.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 1 day ago
Welcome new backers Fereval and Michael! Good to see more loyal fans
showing up :) How did you hear about Obduction?

241.

John 1 day ago
The pledges seem to be slowing down and I really want to see this succeed.
I've been trying to spread the word as much as I can but I think Cyan needs
to get it on more news websites so the masses can see it.
Keeping my fingers crossed

242.

Lorna Hartman 1 day ago
@Fereval, I'm not sure I remember who made them--could the two or three
people who made flyers re-post the links?
I might be able to use some online and IRL too, and if we keep them
somewhere on the front comment page then people could use them
whenever a new idea occurs to them.

243.

Penny 1 day ago
12,000 backers. Whoohoo! Welcome everyone.

244.

Joshua Sauer 1 day ago
@CosmicMeeting- Well, you are certainly entitled to your opinion. To my
mind making a game and running a Kickstarter campaign are two very
different things, and I would never presume to reason from one to the other. I
think they have provided plenty of evidence that they are both skilled at and
passionate about making the kind of games I'm really excited about, so
evidence that they may not be the most skilled at running a Kickstarter
campaign has no effect on what I think about their likely end product. But
that's just MY opinion. I hope you are reassured enough by campaign's end
to up your pledge to a tier that at least includes the game, as I feel fairly
confident that anybody that enjoyed their previous outings will likely enjoy this
one. But if not, I'm sure you'll be able to pick up a copy later when and if
reviews and such have convinced you that, campaign-running skills aside,
they have made a good game.

245.

Helena 1 day ago
@ James Bogle, 1 hour ago: I have never threatened to reduce my pledge
(and have in fact increased it twice); nor have I ever claimed (or thought) that
the project is likely to fail. Please try reading my posts before lumping me in
with those who have, let alone flinging around unwarranted personal attacks.
On a more positive note: congratulations to Cyan on 12k backers! With half
the campaign left to go, let's hope we can get double that number by the end.

246.

Dimitrios 1 day ago
@ Stephen New salary tomorrow and 15th lol ( i hope for most)! I am sure we
will all raise our pledges from tomorrow and i am sure the last 2 (15th
and16th) days will come the explosion!!!!! Virtual Reality we are coming!!!!!!

247.

Fereval 1 day ago
Hello backers; just another random belover of the old Myst and Riven (Was
playing them with my father)
It feels good to see Cyan starting something new. I hope that the soundtrack
will be on par with its splendid predecessors.
@Lorna Hartman could you link some of your forums banners, i might find
use for them.
Also dont forget reddit propaganda :)

248.

Lorna Hartman 1 day ago
Wait, another pledge. See? This is great.

249.

Lorna Hartman 1 day ago
$415,500 to go. We are well on our way to success. (Haha @Michael)

250.

Michael Winter 1 day ago
I'll be upping my pledge on the 15th as well, from $75 to $120. I'll just have to
hid the credit card bill from my wife.

251.

Lorna Hartman 1 day ago
I'm pretty excited. I've been on here since day 1 and have read all the
comments. It's so good to see people coming up with creative ideas for
"grassroots PR" and I've been trying to do the same.
The concept of listing creative ideas is a good one. So far we've had flyers
made to distribute, a Facebook campaign and a flyer that's good for online
(the black background one). There's also a Facebook "I love Obduction"
page. Also there are tons of Cyan, Myst series and Obduction videos

available online that we can post on Facebook, Twitter and stuff.
Nothing new in my list yet--sorry--but maybe someone can use these ideas
and come up with more. I'll be thinking too.
I would much rather Cyan be working their butts off on their worlds, too busy
to post here, than to spend their time here chatting with me. Obduction is
going to be an amazing project (realMyst will be great too). My money's
going right to Obduction and I can't wait! I sound like a broken record--so
excited!

252.

Salvo Ludus 1 day ago
Woohoo!!! 12,000!!!

253.

Marein Könings 1 day ago
Hurray! Welcome, number 12,000. Apologies for reducing you to a number.

254.

Stephen Fralich 1 day ago
It might come down to the core fans to get this game made. I wish I had more
money to give right now, but even still I'll double my pledge on the 15th if
we're not there. Can anyone else do this?
PS: Don't feed the trolls.

255.

Michael Winter 1 day ago
One more backer to go. I knew what you meant, Marein. I think this forum is
messing with all our heads.

256.

Carol Woodward 1 day ago
This is just like sitting in a traffic jam during a bank holiday, you know you will
get there in the end but the wait is torture. LETS ALL GO PLAY MYST AND
RIVEN.

257.

Marein Könings 1 day ago
Haha wait that doesn't make any sense. New guess: $684.532

258.

Marein Könings 1 day ago
@Michael: I'll play! My guess: $648,558
Pretty modest, I know.

259.

CosmicMeeting 1 day ago
@Joshua Sauer: Yes, I lowered my pledge because I see a correlation
between energy and love put into this campaign, and the possible final result
in form of Obduction. The campaign in itself and how it's run doesn't bother
me, but I see it as a tour de force of what they're capable of, today.

260.

Carol Woodward 1 day ago
@ Patrick Thank you for the lovely comment.
I think the home stretch will go wild I am slitting open my mattress and

turning over the chairs to try and find more cash.

261.

Michael Winter 1 day ago
@salvo 3 to go! Let's predict where we'll be monetarily when we hit the 12k
backers mark. I'll go first: $708,925! That right, the next three backers will be
two 10K contributors and a 4.5K contributor. How's THAT for optimistic?
BWAHAHAHAHAH!!
... I think following this forum is messing with my sanity.... :p

262.

Volyova 1 day ago
@Patrick M. Collier : I totally agree, almost 12000 backers, 10 of them keep
harping on the same complaints and 11990 backers are juste happy to
support this wonderful project, but these ones don't spend all their time
flooding the comments.
@William : thank you too for your words.

263.

Tai'lahr 1 day ago
@Marein: Ditto yourself! /wave

264.

Marein Könings 1 day ago
@Tai'lahr: Nice seeing your name here!

265.

Joshua Sauer 1 day ago
@CosmicMeeting- I'm really trying to understand your position. You say that
you were excited for a new Cyan game as you enjoyed their previous games,
and pledged accordingly. Now it SOUNDS like you are saying that you have
lowered your pledge not because you have less reason to be excited about
the prospect of a new Cyan game, but because you don't like the way they
are running the campaign. Is that, in fact, what you are saying? That's the bit
I don't understand. I can understand having opinions, even strong ones,
about how the campaign should be run. I can understand voicing them
(especially in direct communication with Cyan- I hope you've done that- since
that is the way most likely to get a direct response, but even voicing them
here is understandable), but I can't understand reducing a pledge unless you
have somehow been convinced that they are not going to produce a
PRODUCT you will enjoy. If that's the case, if the way they are running the
campaign is eroding your belief that they will actually deliver a product you
can support, then I understand reducing your pledge accordingly, even if I
don't personally share any such concerns about their ability and
determination to produce such a product. If it is all a reaction to them not
running the campaign the way you would suggest, then...well, you've lost me
with that reasoning.

266.

Thomas Davis, No Face Press, LLC. 1 day ago
One thing for sure is that the KS Comments feature could use improvement.
There should more sub topics or something to allow people to say what they
want without it affecting the entire project.
I pledged day 1, by day 2 I pulled it because of the troll like comments. I have
returned because I want to see this game succeed based on its own merit.
Comments do affect the contributions.
My advice to let people say whatever pleases them, just don't feed the
people you don't agree. It is better for the project if people don't fight, this is
not the place for it. You have to expect some BS with this many supporters.

267.

William 1 day ago
@Michael Nice! You are so right! I am now closer to 60 then not. I've seen
much in life. This is such a huge wonderful experience to help birth
something fantastic! I thank Cyan so much for this oppurtnity. And all of you
working solo hard also have my extreme gratitude, applause and bows.

268.

Tai'lahr 1 day ago
I love the passion and enthusiasm here – from all sides. It tells me that
everyone here is committed to seeing this project succeed!

269.

Patrick M. Collier 1 day ago
@William and @Carol, Thanks for the good vibes! We sure needed it. :)

270.

Salvo Ludus 1 day ago
4 more backers till 12,000!!!

271.

William 1 day ago
Oh, as a naysayers is thinking, "and if it doesn't succeed?" Has it failed yet?
Is the thirty day over? NO! I and the the other positives here don't believe in
defeat and defeatist attitude and talk. We believe in winning! And this KS
Will!!!!!!!

272.

Carol Woodward 1 day ago
@ Michael I agree totally and I am glad I am not the only, more mature
gamer on here.
@ William a round of applause from me.

273.

Salvo Ludus 1 day ago
@David It wouldn't be Cyan if they didn't have a few things cooking at once.

274.

CosmicMeeting 1 day ago
@Tiago: What "team" are you talking about? I came to Kickstarter as I
usually do and found out that Cyan had entered with a project they wanted
support for. As I've played their games since 1995, I was excited and pledged
a sum I thought was appropriate.
I'm only interested in Cyan making a great adventure, as I love those types of
games. Being a part of some sort of cult following isn't my thing. I just want
Cyan to show the same love for their campaign that I've felt towards their
earlier games. If that's not possible, that's ok with me. There are more great
games today than ever before.

275.

JACK WILKIE 1 day ago
I would like to add that with the Google and G+ and me adding a link to
kickstarter, it won't be long till you have all the funding plus more.

276.

Horatio 1 day ago
Here's a thought: How about we set aside the back-and-forth for a while, and
list some ideas today on how to reach more backers. There have been lots of
good ideas so far, but surely someone has come up with something you
might not have thought of.
- Geoff had a great idea to start a Google ad campaign and create an "I Love
Obduction" Facebook page.
- Salvo brought the @GeekandSundry twitter idea to our attention
Who's next with some ideas?

277.

William 1 day ago
@Carol regarding your comment on the naysayers. Right On! When this
campaign succeeds because of all the positive support, attitude,
encouragement and work and all of us are enjoying a new Cyan adventure
with a wonderful story and characters of which we are an intimate part, those
that were on the sunny positive side will be able to smile knowing that their
positive vibes, work, financial support and attitude made it possible. The
naysayers, the downers, the sour apples will also get to play. will have to
settle for knowing that yes, their financial contribution helped but there may
well have been greater goals met if not for their negatives. Keep the sunny
side up folks. Its the sweet savoury scent of positive people that gather in
others. And I know many who gripe think they are giving positive constructive
criticism. The problem is, they actually don't know or have spent any time
studying and learning how to do that. We are on a good solid path here.
Cyan and the positives(us) will bring this into reality. Let's all just keep doing
what needs to be done. Stay positive! Be Happy. Do a Happy. Be a Happy.
Give a Happy. And if anyone doesn't know what I mean by the Happier, pay
closer attention to the Positives. They'll help. Onward to Induction!

278.

Patrick M. Collier 1 day ago
@Craig, Here's the problem... It was constructive the first time those
concerns were raised, and I think a lot of us agreed. But when Cyan has
made obvious efforts to respond and the same 8 people keep bringing up the
exact same issues (after they have been addressed) they cease to be
"constructive criticism". I backed day 1 and have read probably 90% of the
comments on here. I can assure you if you do the same you will see that
about 8 people started raising the same concerns very early and haven't
stopped.

279.

Michael Ozark 1 day ago
Hello all! Time for me to chime in I guess. I love the worlds created by Cyan,
and have wandered and wondered through every one of them (except Hex
Isle and the iOS creations). I was in my 40's when Myst and Riven appeared
and well past 50 when I first linked into the Ferry Terminal on Ae'gura almost

10 years ago. Exploring these worlds brought me the same sense of wonder
I could only remember having as I watched Disney's Fantasia and movies
like Forbidden Planet as a young child. I pledged to this KS on the first day
and I will up my pledge again. How many times in life do we have the
opportunity to be a part of something like this that will create endless hours of
wonder and delight and memories? Go Cyan!

280.

Marein Könings 1 day ago
@David: Indeed... Next to Humble, what other publishing ideas might they be
considering?

281.

Patrick M. Collier 1 day ago
1.) I wish everyone would follow the rule that if you don't have something nice
to say don't say anything.
2.) Someone at Cyan has for sure already heard all the complaints at least a
hundred times already. They know some people are very adamant about
Linux support and they want to give that if at all possible with UE4. They
know some people want more communication, they are doing what they can.
They know some people want more updates, they have given us way more.
They know some people want them to do more press, they have been doing
as much as they can.
The point is I hope you all realize they are doing everything they have time
for... They aren't some huge AAA developer that can afford to pay someone
to do nothing but run updates and comments all day. They have been doing a
lot for this campaign and I think they have responded to the suggestions of
people as much as they possibly can.
That said can we all just move on! All of the gripes, suggestions, and
complaints have been heard so many times. Saying them over and over and
over again does no one ANY good. If you want to back this project them back
it and take personal accountability. Quit pointing the finger and figure out
what you can do to help.

282.

Marein Könings 1 day ago
@Tiago Hear, hear!

283.

David H 1 day ago
@Salvo: that Twitter convo is exciting! I think Cyan have a lot going on in the
background and a lot up their sleeves.

284.

Tiago Regueiras 1 day ago
@Nila Glad to be of help ;-)

285.

Tiago Regueiras 1 day ago
I think you guys should concentrate all the effort your putting in trashing one
another and downgrading the project (yeah it's not only your pledge your
downgrading), into promoting the project itself... Otherwise the effort is just
wasted... If you believe in what made you pledge in the first time use the
energy to spread the word, not to demand "credit rights"... A few days ago I
was concerned with the way the project was being conducted, but this
reaction of some of the backers has gone way out of line... Don't you think
that it's harmful for the project to downgrade a pledge? What is this? "Do it
our way or don't do it at all"? Can't you see how wrong that is? Wake up
people! 15 days to make this project the best game since Myst! Hell, the best
game since Riven!! Please don't waste the energy on pouting about it and
support the team! That's what really matters!

286.

Craig Jacobs 1 day ago
I am not 100% happy with the way that the campaign is being run, however
when they announced the stretch goal I upped my pledge.

Let me try not to be rude here. If you think the campaign will fail (and it's
trending that way) then reducing your pledge will help it to fail, and this is the
most idiotic sort of logic.
Frankly I'm getting disgusted with a lot if the comments in here. People who
point out facts are accused of being negative. Well, confirmation bias never
got anything done and constructive criticism is healthy. I do not like to see the
people who are bing critical attacked by the Pollyannas - you can have all the
good vibes you like, that isn't going to get this funded. It's about providing
perceived value for your pledge. End of story. I'm sure that there are a few
people that would pledge hundreds of dollars to have another Myst
experience. The great majority of people won't.
tl;dr Stop attacking people providing constructive criticism as negative, and if
Cyan doesn't provide more content and things that people want to see soon
this campaign will fail.

287.

Nila Mu'Hari 1 day ago
@Tiago: Thanks for the :D !!

288.

Tiago Regueiras 1 day ago
This comment section is going absolutely insane...

289.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 1 day ago
Thinking some more about what non-geek/non-gamer types of people Myst
appealed to. (I for one wasn't a gamer or fan of pop culture when I first
played it, I was just a kid). I think the game was inviting for the introverted,
the bookish, those fascinated by science and nature and history, those who
like investigating mysteries... do any of those things give us insight about
where to look for more backers? I'm thinking libraries! Any other ideas?

290.

Carol Woodward 1 day ago
@ Nila, I wish I could win the Lottery I would give it all to CYAN, that is how
passionate I am, the MYST games have kept me sane through some really
tough times.
I NEED THIS GAME.

291.

Joshua Sauer 1 day ago
About the people that are reducing their pledge because they are unhappy
about how the campaign is being run, I can understand it if the issue is that
they don't feel they are getting enough info to convince them that this product
will be something they want to support (though if they have specific concerns
on that score, contacting Cyan direct might be a better route than this
comment section).
If, however, the issue is simply not liking the way the campaign is being run,
that I don't get at all (I can get not liking it, I just can't understand reducing
one's pledge solely on that account). I don't know about anybody else, but I'm
not backing any Kickstarter campaign to get a good campaign, I'm doing it to
hopefully get a good end product.

292.

David Thery-Bulha 1 day ago
@Geoff Great idea ! But why not doing a "pay per click" campaign ? It cost
more but it's much more effective (most of the people don't look at ads)
@James on Reddit Rand said : "We have a few ideas for the music, and it's
exciting to start thinking about working with an amazing composer again who
brings worlds to life. "
So I guess it will depend on the success of this Kickstarter but I hope they will
announce a name before the end !
I can only agree that it would be great to see more officials comments here
and especially discussions. But Cyan is answering to each private message
and reading all this comments (and given that half of them are asking for the
same thing maybe they don't want to repeat it and prefer answering in
updates and FAQ, even if it would be more friendly to answer to everyone
here). And stay assured they are doing their best and working late for the
campaign !
Still, every suggestion is welcome !
So please avoid bashing others because they haven't the same opinion, or
because they decreased their pledge. Doing so is not going to change their
mind...

293.

Carol Woodward 1 day ago
@ Tako I am excited. For me personally, CYAN did for games, what Buddy
Holly and the Beatles did for music. I believe CYAN have a lot more to give
us yet.

294.

Nila Mu'Hari 1 day ago
@Carol: So true! Those guys just don't get it, they repeat the same stuff over
and over and over again. In fact, here is a straight line to communicate w/
cyan. Rand and cyan offered to ask any kind of questions etc., but those
dudes prefer to scare away new backers w/ their endless and senseless
complaints in this forum, about what they 'want'.

295.

Horatio 1 day ago
@Tako: /me raises both hands and one foot

296.

Tako Shak 1 day ago
On the plus side, we're going to reach 12,000 backers today! Who's excited!

297.

Salvo Ludus 1 day ago
Here's a twitter conversation I had a few days ago with Cyan that I found
interesting. I'm on my phone so I'm not sure if this link works.

https://mobile.twitter.com/SalvoLudus/status/393919988865966080…

298.

Michael Pollard 1 day ago
Having gone through the URU experience I don’t expect Cyan staff to be
posting regularly in the Comments to their own KickStarter. Most of them are
too busy working behind the scenes and on unrelated stuff to be glued to the
Comments thread. I’m quite certain that their involvement here has been well
thought out and they are unlikely to change that based on a few unhappy
posters.
Its their game plan, let them play it out. Its guaranteed to be more interesting
than having Rand or RAWA or anyone else spend their time replying to every
concern.
If this whole thing falls flat on its face then the naysayers can rant as long
and as loud as they want. But if you are really unhappy then remove your
pledge completely, don't leave it at $1. That just makes you a troll.

299.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 1 day ago
I'm going to make a Myst nostalgia-themed flyer for people to print out and
put up on bulletin boards--I firmly believe that the best wave of supporters is
yet to come!

300.

Jeff Dickinson 1 day ago
Woohoo.

301.

Horatio 1 day ago
@Jeff: They were really seeking tweets.

302.

Jeff Dickinson 1 day ago
Now I feel bad about tweeting at them. Were they really seeking those tweets
or are we spamming?

303.

Horatio 1 day ago
@Joel: How is one tweet from an individual spamming? They didn't say, "pick
one person from your project to tweet us." Plus, how do I know who is or isn't
tweeting? I'm not omniscient. G&S asked for people to tweet them about KS
projects. That's all they said.

304.

Salvo Ludus 1 day ago
@Joel Geek and Sundry themselves asked to be tweeted so I don't think its
spam as long as everyone does it only once.

305.

Carol Woodward 1 day ago
@ Peggy, Everyone here is so passionate about this game, I can see it
starting WW3 if we aren't careful. I am new to Kickstarter and some of the
comments below might have put me off pledging my $75 if it wasn't for the
fact that I am an avid fan of CYAN.

306.

Joel 1 day ago
I don't think it's a good idea to tweet GeekAndSundry (or anyone else) to

death. It will just annoy them - we already had someone here earlier posting
to complain about being spammed.

307.

Salvo Ludus 1 day ago
@Tako @Swordslinger You guys are right. In my attempt to squash the
negativity here, I've been spreading it too. Shame on me. I'll be practicing
what I preach from now on and won't let them bait me.

308.

James Bogle 1 day ago
With people like Paolo, Helena, and CosmicMeeting and their entitled 'I gave
you 0.01% of the amount you asked for, now you better do what I say'
attitude makes me not want to have anything further to do with this
community.
Seriously people, if you like a project on Kickstarter, give them as much
money as you think they deserve within your budget and leave it at that. So
sick of this spoilt child attitude of people telling Cyan what they MUST do and
then chucking a hissy fit when they don't get any attention (from Cyan)
posting things like, "I reduced the huge pledge I did". Grow up.
Is there nowhere on the internet that has normal people?

309.

Horatio 1 day ago
@swordswinger710: lol. Day16 is a cranky one! :P
@ALL BACKERS: Don't forget to tweet this project to @GeekandSundry IF
YOU HAVEN'T ALREADY. They are re-tweeting one KS project per day, and
with 83,000+ followers, that could really help Obduction get noticed.

310.

Peggy Youell 1 day ago
@Carol--I get James's sentiment. Some folks are willing to put up a dollar so
they can make disparaging comments. Others put in $1 to start so they get
the updates and don't forget to come back later. If we could get 400K more
$1 backers, I'd happily listen to any complaints they had! :)

311.

Joel 1 day ago
Not all of the creator comments are blue, CosmicMeeting, so you are
undercounting. Richard A Watson's comments aren't, for example. I don't see
the point in effectively dropping your pledge because you're upset about the
lack of updates - you keep the money if the project isn't funded.
This thread has become much too negative. Remember that Cyan is also
busy with the realMyst upgrade (I believe they said they're in the crunch
phase, in fact). Someone unsure about the project isn't going to read this and
be inspired to contribute.

312.

Carol Woodward 1 day ago
@James, I think that's a bit unfair, if we had 110,000 people each pledging
$1 would that make anyone any less important??. Every coin is invaluable
right now.

313.

swordswinger710 1 day ago
Good day everybody! :) Glad to see we're all in such an amazing mood!
Wow! All this positivity must be making Cyan feel wonderful about what they
are doing and have planned! Not to mention how much all this support will
make them want to give us as many updates as possible! And just think of
how many new backers it's pulling in! Whoo!

314.

Tako Shak 1 day ago
Please stop bashing each other. It really looks childish, and I'd rather be
reading actual thoughts on this game.

315.

Salvo Ludus 1 day ago
On this kickstarter profile I have only one project backed. But I have another
profile where I've backed several other projects. In my experience, every
single time there is a $1 backer that is active on the forum, they're only there
to bash the project.

316.

James Lightfoot 1 day ago
A one dollar backer is no backer at all. You give more than that to a homeless
guy and I don't expect content updates from them.

317.

CosmicMeeting 1 day ago
@Salvo: What's your point? That only certain kinds of backers are welcome?
Good luck with that attitude if you want succesful campaigns. I think I've
proven than I love the concept of Kickstarter through the projects I supported
earlier.

318.

Lorna Hartman 1 day ago
@Geoff, that's just great. I've gone off to Like the "I love Obduction" page and
invited several friends. Posting more FB updates and tweets today. It would
be awesome to surpass $700K today.

319.

Salvo Ludus 1 day ago
9 more backers and we hit 12,000!!!

320.

Salvo Ludus 1 day ago
@CosmicMeeting You are now a $1 backer who's mocking the project
creator's posts. Not only are you not helping this project, you've moved into
the realm of being a hindrance to it.

321.

Trond E. B. Lunde 1 day ago
@ CosmicMeeting. Let's just hope they are working on something big for the
next update. :-)

322.

Mattis Bødtker 1 day ago
I hope we can manage this! I updated my pledge from $25 to $120. Hope
everyone how can spare 5-10 dollars extra, bump their donation a little bit :)

323.

Penny 1 day ago
@Geoff: Great idea!!!

324.

Peggy Youell 1 day ago
I'll never understand the attitude of "Well, it's not going to get made anyway,
so why should I back it now?" Of COURSE it won't get made if people don't
pledge! No campaign would ever succeed that way.

325.

Horatio 1 day ago
I'm wrong. Only Rand's comments have the blue tint:
http://www.kickstarter.com/profile/cyaninc/comments.

326.

James Lightfoot 1 day ago
@Paolo Cecchetti
“I reduced the huge pledge I did at the beginning and waiting to be convinced
that Cyan believe in the project at least as much as those amazing backers.”
This would only make sense if you think Cyan will get the money and then fail
to make the game – unlikely. Nothing has changed in terms of what you are
getting for your money. You say you had a large pledge at the start but then
reduced, (didn’t cancel), your pledge. This means you still want the project to
succeed, but you simultaneously want to make it more difficult for it to do so?
Do you see how that doesn’t make sense?

327.

CosmicMeeting 1 day ago
@Trond E. B. Lunde: I just went though all 2059 comments and I can only
find 4 (four) blue comments from the creators. Only four.
One is a bit funny imho: "Thanks for the wonderful comments and the
amazing support!!! We're trying to answer questions, keep the FAQ section
and our social media sites updated. This Kickstarter stuff is a full time job! ;)
We're all working really hard to try and make Obduction happen. Stay tuned

for more exciting updates, and keep checking the FAQs if you still have an
unanswered question"
If itr really had been a full time job, I probably wouldn't have posted what I
have with regards to the lacking of information and communication about
Obduction.

328.

Tai'lahr 1 day ago
@ Geoff - /bigthumbsup
@ Trond, I imagine that only Rand's post would show up as the creator, but
other Cyanists have posted here. They're also busy answering Twitter &
Facebook posts, and swamped with e-mails. I imagine they're also getting
lots of messages through the "Contact Me" button here.
@ Everyone hesitant to join the campaign because of some of the posts,
please keep in mind that we're all just passionate fans that want to see this
project succeed. : )

329.

Horatio 1 day ago
@Geoff: Excellent idea! Thank you for trying that new approach!

330.

Horatio 1 day ago
@Trond: In this campaign Cyan's posts have a color tint - a cyan color tint.

331.

Trond E. B. Lunde 1 day ago
* top left sorry.

332.

Trond E. B. Lunde 1 day ago
@ Peggy: I might be wrong about this but from the other Kickstarter
Campaigns I participated in the word "creator" appeared in yellow at the top
right of their post. :-)

333.

Salvo Ludus 1 day ago
@Geoff Wow. Great idea!

334.

Paul Bade 1 day ago
@james why don't start thinking that maybe people don't pledge because
they don't care about what cyan could have done 20 years ago, but instead
base their choice on the information they find in project home and updates?
And please use the word insane with someone else.
I'm asked to fund a project giving them my money so they can develop it. I
exchange I ask to know more about it and they can take my 2c In
consideration. If I'm not satisfied I have the right to rethink my investment.

335.

Peggy Youell 1 day ago
@Trond--yes, several times different folks from the Cyan team have joined us
here in the comments.

336.

James Lightfoot 1 day ago
@Adreitz
I know the soundtrack hasnt been started. I just want to know the composer,
even if it isnt certain. As its such an important aspect why wouldnt they sort it
before the campaign? I am told they have a myst related composer lined up,
too.

337.

Trond E. B. Lunde 1 day ago
Now let me first say that I havent read all 2049 comments, but have there
been anyone from Cyan in here answering to these comments at all ?
I think a discussion with the developers would just be healthy for the project.

338.

James Lightfoot 1 day ago
If you don't pledge because you think the project will fail then you are failing
at logic at an extremely fundamental level. Also a self fulfilling prophecy.

339.

Geoff Lingham 1 day ago
Just for fun and to help the fund-raising cause for Obduction I have created a
Facebook ad campaign for one day, for a small budget of $10 at a bid price
of $0.06 per 1K impressions.
So in theory, the ad will be displayed on the right-hand-side of 150K facebook
page impressions (if I can buy 1K impressions at $0.06 that is)!!
The ad will run tomorrow, 1st November, until the small budget is used up.
It will be interesting to see how effective that will actually be - to see what the
actaul number of clicks-through to the Obduction Kickstarter web page that
generates.
The ad reads as follows:
"Help solve the puzzle! Help create an immersive adventure game from the
award-winning creators of Myst and Riven."
with a direct web link to the Kickstarter web page for the Obduction project.
The ad campaign is targeted at 9M people on Facebook:
-Who are in the broad category Gaming (social/online)

-Who live in the United States
-age exactly 16 and older
-Who like #Role-playing game, #Adventure game, #Role-playing video game,
#Puzzle video game or #Video game
I associated the ad to a facebook page for News Feed updates so I also
created a facebook fan page for Obduction called:
"I love Obduction Game"
The web link to the facebook fan page is:
http://www.facebook.com/ObductionGameHub
This will also provide a place on facebook to aggregate Obduction and other
Myst & Riven-related fan art, fan comments, fan content etc.
Hopefully this will help promote Obduction on facebook and help increase the
buzz to get Obduction to its target goals in the next 16 days.
@Matthew I loved your fan poster so I added it to the facebook fan page
Photos section, thanks!
Anyone else who has fan art & content - please post a link to your work on
this fan page and upload a picture/link with your comment.
Anyone who has fan testimonials and comments - feel free to add to the buzz
here also!
Any other ideas on how we can promote Obduction cheaply?
Maybe create threads/comments on game site forums with links to the
Obduction Kickstarter, or Goodle ad campaigns, or write articles for news
web sites etc?
Hope that helps get Obduction up and running in some small way!!

340.

James Lightfoot 1 day ago
Its insane how childish people are getting downgrading pledges. Talk about
throwing your toys out the pram.

341.

Paul Bade 1 day ago
@Salvo I don't get the reason why the comment page should be a heaven in
earth. If I have doubt about the project I write then. If I get no answer I begin
to worry about campaign. We cannot just say "wow amazing incredible" just
to have people backing the project. It would be incorrect toward those people
reading the page and trying to understand if it worth.
@cosmicmeeting I'm acting in the very same way as you, I reduced the huge
pledge I did at the beginning and waiting to be convinced that Cyan believe in

the project at least as much as those amazing backers

342.

Adreitz 1 day ago
@James: The soundtrack hasn't even been started yet. I think they have a
composer in mind, but even that deal probably isn't finalized.

343.

James Lightfoot 1 day ago
Why on Earth has the soundtrack (50% of the experience) not been
discussed yet?
I have no interest in linux but why are cyan not acknowledging all those that
do?

344.

Adreitz 1 day ago
@CosmicMeeting: Cyan has been posting updates pretty much every day, in
addition to all of their Twitter, Facebook, and interview activity. What the heck
do you want?

345.

Helena 1 day ago
@ Salvo: because it's best to have these discussions out in the open so that
Cyan can guage whether it's a real issue or not. As you've seen, a lot of
people here agree with me, but they might not have the confidence to say so
if they didn't realise other people felt the same way. Also, having plenty of
discussion in the comment thread helps to keep the Kicktraq rankings high.

346.

Jeff Dickinson 1 day ago
@CosmicMeeting So you decreased your contribution twice because you
were not sufficiently entertained by the kickstarter campaign? How...how
does that make any sense?

347.

Salvo Ludus 1 day ago
@Helena I understand your argument, but why not email those suggestions
to Cyan directly? That way you KNOW they heard you instead of here where
it might have a negative impact.

348.

Salvo Ludus 1 day ago
@Jeff He wasn't worried that he'd lose his money. His argument was "why
would I back a project that isn't going to make it anyway?" That was based
on the comments on this thread.

349.

Helena 1 day ago
@ Salvo: The best way to convince people that the project will succeed is to
get more pledges, and the best way to get more pledges is for Cyan to follow
our suggestions. The numbers speak for themselves: if you check the daily
totals on Kicktraq, you'll see the pledge total spike whenever Cyan have
posted major content updates. Negative comments in this thread may put a
few people off, but actual responses from Cyan would more than make up for
that through the increase in pledges, and get rid of the negativity at the same
time.
As I said in my last post, I've followed a dozen Kickstarter projects now in
great detail. I'm not claiming to be a Kickstarter 'expert' or anything, but you
can't do that without getting at least some idea of what works and what
doesn't. If you check my comment history, you'll see that I've given plenty of
positive feedback as well as criticism, but ultimately this is Cyan's campaign
and it's up to them - not us - to provide incentives to pledge and keep their
backers engaged and happy.
@ Joshua: That's true about Steam, but if that's Cyan's intent then it needs
clarification. A lot of games released through Steam do require you to

connect to their servers regularly in order to play, even in offline mode, and
that is a form of DRM.

350.

CosmicMeeting 1 day ago
Thanks to a couple of rabid "supporters" not accepting any other views, this
has been the worst Kickstarter experience to date. Being called "entitled" and
whatnot just because we're showing concern about the lack of updates,
communication and information is atrocious.
However, the most important thing is that Cyan barely have shown a
presence here on such a high profile Kickstarter, both namewise and
moneywise, is nothing short of baffling. I started at $45, then to 25 and just
went to $1. For me, that's a first.
If Cyan will show some proper interest in their own campaign, I may raise it at
the end. I sincerely hope it to be so.
The name Cyan in itself simply isn't enough for me, they have to show that
they care. If they don't, why should I?

351.

Daniel Floyd 1 day ago
Ryan Warzecha, you are a man after my own heart. Brazilian Barbeque is the
best!

352.

Jeff Dickinson 1 day ago
@Salvo I don't understand the downside of backing a project that might not
hit it's goal. If it doesn't make it, there's no charge. What is your friend's
concern?

353.

Joshua Sauer 1 day ago
I'm wondering if perhaps I have a misunderstanding of what constitutes

DRM. I mean, for a lot of my Steam games it seems to simply mean that I
have to be logged in to Steam to purchase and download it, but after that I
can use it even if my internet is out (this has happened with discouraging
frequency). I'm not seeing how that is a real problem, since if it functions
without an internet connection, it should also function if Steam goes belly up.
Also, I was kind of under the impression that having a game on a physical
disc, and the game requiring the disc to be in the drive, and the disc resisting
efforts to copy it, consitituted DRM. I've no problem at ALL with that. Sure, if
the disc is lost or damaged, I lose the game but, you know what? That's
exactly the same as with pretty much everything ELSE I ever purchase. If I
buy a desk lamp and lose or damage it so it doesn't function anymore, I no
longer have a desk lamp. Why would I EXPECT that I should still have a
desk lamp after I lose or damage it?

354.

Trond E. B. Lunde 1 day ago
@ Helena.. I agree. A $500 tier, pre-alpha testing and a DRM free digital
release of the game. pre-alpha testing would be great for a $500 tier reward.
Also strongly missed is a video showing behind the scenes, interviews,
concept, soundtrack, animations, stills and general talk with the crew. This
should be released as update 12, while there's still some time left. We dont
know how many who have their reminder on, and I think we should play it
safe rather than hope for a major 48 hour push.
I went ahead and raised my pledge to $500 and I might do $850 aswell
eventhough I really cant afford it, but I just want this project to be successful
no matter what. I encourage everyone who really want this project funded to
raise their pledge. Especially the ones on the $1, $25 and $45 tier.

355.

Greg Szemiot 1 day ago
I think a music trailer with more indepth concept art and discussion on the
design philosophy would do well to boost pledges, (without spoiling anything)
as well as more tiers (wish I could afford more than the $25 so far). I just
think the ARG is planned, but the gaps between information is too long. Most
KSs I've looked at have updates daily it seems, if not more often.

356.

Salvo Ludus 1 day ago
So I have to assume that everyone posting here is here because they want
this project to succeed. Don't you see that negative comments, suggestions
repeated over and over and over, and "constructive criticism" will only serve
to worry and turn away new backers. I know because I have a friend that
won't bother funding because, after reading this thread through my account,
he's convinced this kickstarter will fail. It's funny that after my comment
instead of getting a chorus of "yeah!" we get more "constructive criticism."

357.

Helena 1 day ago
@ Matthew: Cool poster!
@ Trond, Salvo etc. I would love to see the total hit $700k today, but in order
for that to happen, Cyan have got to start paying more attention to the
comments thread. There have already been numerous requests for a $500
tier and for confirmation of a DRM-free digital release; many people are
saying that they're willing to upgrade their pledges, or that they know people
who are holding back from pledging due to the DRM issue. It's good to see
an update on the dev team - though it should really have happened earlier in
the campaign - but there's money just sitting there for Cyan to grab, and
they're not taking advantage of it. In order to attract as many pledges as
possible, it's best to address these issues now rather than waiting until the
end of the campaign.
In the interests of being constructive rather than negative, here are a couple
more suggestions in addition to those I made in an earlier post:
1) Give some feedback on the DRM issue. Even if there's no official
announcement, just saying "we're in talks with GOG/Humble Bundle/etc."
would probably be enough for most people (and I'm fairly sure they must be
in talks, since a DRM-free physical version has already been confirmed).
2) More interviews, as suggested earlier by joel. I'm surprised not to see
more coverage at adventuregamers.com and the other big adventure sites.
One more plea to everyone here: please, please don't pay any attention to
the Kicktraq 'trend' and 'projection' tabs. I've backed a dozen projects now
and believe me, they are useless - they tend to be far too high in the early
days of a campaign, and far too low in the middle. I'll repeat that one more
time: IGNORE the Kicktraq trend. It simply doesn't work as a prediction of the
final total.

358.

Tai'lahr 1 day ago
@Matthew Lyles Hornbostel, LUV the poster you made
http://www.mystfanart.net/obduction-fan-poster.jpg - Thank you!

359.

Salvo Ludus 1 day ago
Looks like today we'll hit $700,000 and 12,000 backers!!

360.

Criswell Weatherman 1 day ago
@Tom (Samoth) thank you for putting that together.

361.

Paul Bade 1 day ago
@Criswell sorry, sometimes english is not my best friend :-)
I was trying to say that the project home page has a great way to present it,
not Paskari link.
A home with a lot of info, insights, things that can attract backers.
Nothing else

362.

Carol Woodward 1 day ago
@Tom, thank you for the link, it looks like you have spent many hours putting
that together, it is lovely.

363.

Tom van der Spek 1 day ago
With the rate of pledges of the last days, surely the target of 1.1 m dollar is a
bridge too far.
But... it is far too early to say already now the goal will not been reached. We
have still 16 days to go!
I am addicted to Myst and all other Myst related games that followed and
even now I am still wandering into the beautiful D'ni word in MOULa at least
5 days a week.
I think we have almost all 'die-hard' Myst and Uru fans on board here, so now
we must get the people on board too how are still hesitating to pledge.
How we can convince them that Cyan indeed creates beautiful worlds in
which we can dive deep and lost ourselves? D'ni is not simply a game. It is a
way of life.
During the past 10 years I have written five books about Myst, Riven, Myst III,
IV and URU (in Dutch, because I am Dutch), but this summer I have made a
photo book with short explaining texts in English, called 'The Wonders of
D'ni'. Everyone can download that book as a pdf for free, here is the link:
http://www.mijnbestand.nl/Bestand-IUSHSLVVBTQV.pdf
If you download it and you like it, show it your friends who are considering to
pledge. They can see than what beautiful things Cyan has created so far. I
am convinced they will do the same with Obduction. It surely will become an
immense adventure too which will give us goose bumps.
Slightly more than $400,000 to go. We can do it!!!
Shorah!

364.

Tore Mygland ~~Dream Traveller~~ $6.13 1 day ago
Such a good mood here today. The "haters" have been successfully
suppressed, and the numbers are soa... Oh, wait. They're not. There goes
that theory.

365.

Criswell Weatherman 1 day ago
@Paolo, actually, what Paskari has done is the WORST way to present it.
Click "be respectful and considerate" and you'll see why. There is nothing
wrong with discussing similar projects, and THEN adding a link, but just
putting a link out there is spamming. Yes, Trond. Today WILL be $700,000

366.

Trond E. B. Lunde 1 day ago
Hmmm, hopefully with a bit of luck we can see the $700,000 today. *Fingers
crossed*

367.

Criswell Weatherman 1 day ago
Paskari, congratulations on violating Kickstarter's guidelines - DO NOT
PROMOTE A PROJECT ON ANOTHER PROJECT'S SITE. You have been
reported.

368.

Paul Bade 1 day ago
@Paskarl even if I'm not sure I like the game or the project I must say it's a
great way to present it

369.

David Thery-Bulha 1 day ago
There will be an interview here Saturday night with Rand Miller :
http://www.colonyofgamers.com/cogforums/showthread.php…

370.

Paul Bade 1 day ago
@John kicktraq is not very reliable on trends, but without doubt it is saying is
that we have too few backers/day and with this trend the only way to success
is the final 4 days rush.
The average pledge is $55/56, we have from 200 to 250 backers/day, so

unless we get a rich 4K/10k backer we get from 10K to 15K/day. With 16
days it is 150K/220K, so under the 1.1M bar
We need more backers so going on spreading the project as much as we
can, hoping in more interesting (for the people outside with little knowledge of
Cyan) updates and maybe new pledge tiers. But most of this has to happen
now, not in a week

371.

joel - the one and only 1 day ago
For the love of this project i can only say this:
Pleeease double your efforts in this campaign. Give us video updates. Even
if its just a tour through your offices and a show-off of Riven Props. Let us
see how you work on Obduction. Make interviews with the people involved.
This doesnt cost anything it doesnt even have to be that high quality but
anyone can pick up a consumer camera, shoot something, edit it and upload
it. And then you really should go on every podcast that is willing to report
about the project, contact the leading gaming magazines, do interviews with
sites like adventuregamers, adventure-treff in Germany and so on. I love
Cyan and all you did so far but just being Cyan won't cut it unfortunately with
Crowdfunding. I know you're not Tim Schafer but something he did very well
was to sell himself. You really should boost it up or it will be a close-call...

372.

Paskarl 1 day ago
This comment has been removed by Kickstarter.

373.

Paul Bade 1 day ago
Sorry to say folks, but I'm not very satisfied with the last update. This kind of
post is good to warm up Cyan fans but it adds nothing for people that never
heard of Myst, Cyan and so on...
Here is not to make Cyan happy with our comments but to reach the target
goal and have this project starting. And to do it you have to get a lot of new
pledgers mostly outside the historical fans of Myst. Those fans (including me)
are already here since first days.
Sorry if I can hurt someone, but this is what I think and feel

374.

John (Official Elite:Dangerous Novelist) 1 day ago
Been away for a few days. Is it me or have things sloooowed a tad? Whats
the kicktraq saying?

375.

Kim Warwick 1 day ago
These guys delivered 2 of the great games the world has ever seen (Myst &
Riven). We all owe it to them to pledge enough support so the fun can
continue.

376.

GalvanicSpiral 1 day ago
@ Lorna: Yeah, definitely we're on the same page! I see the rewards as an
incentive, mainly, though I have to admit that how good the incentives are
have historically determined my backing level on the few projects I've backed
thus far since money is tight, though on certain projects *cough* Obduction
*cough* I'll splurge a bit past what I might otherwise do.

377.

Carol Woodward 1 day ago
@ Evan, I play through every one of the games (Myst and Uru) once every
year and treasure every game I own, the discs still look brand new, my family
know that this is my 'Me time.' I have had a few panic moments when
changing pc, but thanks to amazing children and grandchildren they always
get the games going for me. I am looking forward to this game so very much.

378.

Matt Giuca 1 day ago
@Clark Whoa, turns out I'm wrong. Thanks for the tip.

379.

Clark Davis 1 day ago
All right! Another update! They've got some serious talent on this. Gonna be
great, people. Gonna be great :)

380.

Clark Davis 1 day ago
@ Matt: I'm afraid you're slightly mistaken. From the FAQ>Kickstarter
Basics>Kickstarter
101(http://www.kickstarter.com/help/faq/kickstarter+basics…):
--Is a creator legally obligated to fulfill the promises of their project?
Yes. Kickstarter's Terms of Use require creators to fulfill all rewards of their
project or refund any backer whose reward they do not or cannot fulfill . . .
We crafted these terms to create a legal requirement for creators to follow
through on their projects, and to give backers a recourse if they don't--

381.

Clemons Kunkel AKA Super Professor 1 day ago
Good luck on the game. I loved Myst and Riven my kids and I played it all the
time. When I got stuck one of my daughters would figure it out or if they got
stuck I would figure it out. Can wait to get Obduction . The video looked way
Cool.

382.

Matt Giuca 1 day ago
@RAWA Nice :) I remember having to wait a month for my twelfth birthday to
get Riven. I was so excited.

Also looking forward to the tenth anniversary of Uru on the 11th of November.

383.

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschlaeger 1 day ago
Happy Birthday, dear Riven ^^

384.

Matt Giuca 1 day ago
@Galvanic Sorry, but there is NO legal requirement for any Kickstarter
project to deliver rewards. They are on an honour/reputation system.
@Robert The reality of the gaming industry is that there is big demand for
DRM-free games as people have been screwed by DRM in the past, hence
services like Humble and GOG that make it their main selling point, and they
do sell brand new games as well. Making a huge game like GTA backed by
large investors is completely different to making a game funded by your own
customers. Releasing a game without DRM is likely to attract more
customers -- and backers -- than sales lost to piracy.

385.

Evan Smith 1 day ago
Is anyone else replaying the old games and/or re-reading the books. This has
got me doing both!

386.

Richard "RAWA" Watson 1 day ago
Happy 16th Anniversary to Riven!

387.

Robert Milius 1 day ago
@Seba I think Obduction is to Cyan, what GTA is to Rock Star. You won't see
games like GTA V on GOG right now. There's too much invested for the risk.
This is the first new original game from Cyan since Myst. Companies like
Double Fine put out a few new titles every year so it's not the same boat in
my opinion as they don't have as much to risk on each.

388.

Seba 1 day ago
@Robert - I'm afraid what's outdated is Your view on GOG, just take a look at
the front page - there's more new games released there than old ones these
days.
The reality is most of the big-budget Kickstarted adventure games, like
Armikrog, Asylum, Shadowgate, Double Fine's Broken Age, Jane Jensens
Moebius, Tex Murphy and so on, are going to be distributed DRM-free
through GOG, the Humble Store and/or directly. That's the reality of the
gaming industry in the Kickstarter era ;)

389.

Robert Milius 1 day ago
To all those asking about a DRM free digital version, the reality is it's very
unlikely it will happen. This is a big new IP for Cyan and they will protect it. All
it takes is one person to post it on a file sharing site and there goes profits
and maybe Cyan as well. Profit margins are slim on games unless your a
huge established IP. Suggestions such as GOG wont apply as they only sell
games that have had their initial publishing run. Only when it runs dry and
becomes outdated will it go there. There is a DRM free option version as the
physical copy. That's more than generous from Cyan already. You'll need a
disc drive to play it, which is a form of DRM in itself, just doesn't require
internet connection so you don't have to worry about vanishing servers. I still
have my disc copies of Myst and Riven and I still play them today. Not trying
to turn anyone off, but it's the reality of the gaming industry.

390.

Robert Milius 1 day ago
@Mark Webber @MystTrivia Incorrect.

391.

Lorna Hartman 1 day ago
@Matthew, thanks. Awesome.
@Galvanic, I'm talking about the ideology of rewards. We agree that they are
obligated to provide the rewards; my point was not about that, it was more
about the idea that Kickstarter is a place to donate, not a place to shop, if you
see what I mean. I think we are on the same page for the most part.

392.

Stewart Bradford 1 day ago
DRM only ever ends up hurting the honest customer. Someone will always
crack it and people who want to steal it will. Often all that results is an
unhappy customer who paid for something they can no longer access.
I really hope Cyan make a definitive statement on this soon. I'm confident
there will be a digital DRM free version however.

393.

Matthew Lyles Hornbostel 1 day ago
Here's another fan-made Obduction poster. I threw it together in the last 20
minutes so it isn't great but hopefully someone here will find it useful as we
get down to the last half of the Kickstarter campaign:
http://www.mystfanart.net/obduction-fan-poster.jpg

394.

GalvanicSpiral 1 day ago
@ Lorna: I think they are actually required to provide the rewards they
promise, as long as the backer doesn't opt out. If the project manager can't
deliver, they are required to refund an equivalent amount of the pledge. I
can't remember exactly where I saw that, but I distinctly remember it.
The way I see it, it just makes sense for a dev to provide a copy of the game

for retail-price-level backers. I don't really see funding a game as an
investment, because I don't own stock in the company in question, nor do
they give me a cut of the profits (unless those are rewards for backing, of
course). I am paying for the development costs of a game I want to see
made, and as a result companies who can't get mainstream publishers to
fund their games get to trip the light fantastic on my dime, and everybody
wins. Expect the publishers who passed the game up, of course. :-)

395.

Matt Giuca 1 day ago
@Rockman X: I'm glad you brought the DRM issue up again, because I think
we really should have some closure on this before the end of the kickstarter. I
have several friends, like you, who are refusing to back the game until Cyan
pledges a DRM-free version (other than the $90-for-international-backers box
version). I don't get what's taking so long -- GOG.com is currently selling
almost every game Cyan has ever made so it should be easy to secure an
arrangement with them. (Although they refuse to support Linux but that is a
separate story.)
@Joshua Sauer "As long as DRM doesn't interfere with the LEGITIMATE use
of a game (i.e. installing and playing a game you have paid for)". DRM
always has the possibility of interfering with legitimate use of a game. Steam
DRM is pretty mild, but even then, it makes it impossible to install the game
without an Internet connection, and if Steam was to disappear one day
(companies don't last forever), the game would be unusable. I'm still playing
Myst today; imagine if its CD had required access to Broderbund servers to
install the game -- there would be no more Myst.
I find the notion of DRM, as a customer, leaves a bad taste in my mouth and
concern that one day I'll lose the product I paid for. But it is even worse as a
backer, because I am trusting the company with my money in an uncertain
project, and I'm not even being trusted to not pirate the game.
I've said before that I think the "we demand Linux" crowd are being a bit
unreasonable, since it requires both Epic and Cyan to commit significant
engineering resources to do a port. But the "we demand DRM-free" crowd
are entirely justified, since it simply requires distributing the game through
one of the many DRM-free distributors.

396.

Salvo Ludus 1 day ago
@Adam @Horatio: Geek and Sundry solicited the tweets themselves. I think
if everyone tweets, as long as they just do it once, it will help our chances.

397.

Lorna Hartman 1 day ago
No one's paying for Obduction twice, or even once. It doesn't exist yet.
Kickstarter is for funding projects--for giving donations to projects you believe
are worthy of your donation, projects you would like to see completed enough
to donate to. Rewards are just perks of coming along for the fundraising ride.
They're not products we're buying.
I personally am delighted to donate and excited to be part of the journey as
well as to buy and play later when the game does exist. Cyan's never made a
shoddy game. Can't wait to try it out! I'm still tweeting on my own account,
posting FB updates and re-posting Cyan FB updates. Doing what I can. Wish
I could donate more.

398.

Stewart Bradford 2 days ago
@Adrietz - ideals are nice, realities seldom match. I really don't mean to
single out or pick on Rockman X but his recent comment is just the most
obvious example of this viewpoint
"I can't risk paying for Obduction twice."
I think it's clear that for a lot of people, if not most, pledging is equivalent to
purchasing rather then just "investing" and receiving a reward as a simple
thank you. (and yes Rockman X i completely acknowledged that you would
pledge $75 could you afford it, i really don't mean to besmirch you in any
way.)
Please everyone, if you believe in Cyan as a company and their ability to
produce an amazing experience, pledge what you can so we can get this
Kickstarter over the line, not just because they've promised every option and
feature you want, but just because we as fan's need this and Cyan deserve
our backing. Besides, "not perfect" has got to be better then "not at all" right?

399.

Mark Webber 2 days ago
@Robert Milius [quote]Myst Trivia: What color did the water turn in the
Channelwood Age when Atrus witnessed the funeral of the old man?[/quote]
It never changed color again

400.

Adam Morgan 2 days ago
@Horatio and @Salvo, if one of us has tweeted them, that's enough. No
need for multiple submissions. That's where you get into spam territory.

401.

Craig Jacobs 2 days ago
@Adreitz Then key word is investment. If I'm not getting a share in the
company or in the product then what am I investing in exactly? I am pledging
money in return for something. I mean, I'm a nice person and all, but if I'm
investing in a game and for my investment I don't get a copy of that game or
some other thing then what's the point?
I like KS but I do not agree that this is an investment. It's an agreement to pre
purchase a product if enough other people also agree. It's funding, but unlike
VS or angel investments, at the end of the day we won't own a piece of Cyan
or Obduction, we won't get any return on our investment other than
satisfaction and whatever products match our pledge level. And that's fine.
But don't call it an investment.
I've been running the numbers and at this point it seems pretty iffy. The
trending average is $16K a day (last 8 days average). We're going to need a
big pop at the end to get over the finish line. I've upped my pledge and I've
sent e-mails and posted on my FB page as much as I can.
Fingers crossed...

402.

Horatio 2 days ago
@Salvo: I did my part. But I am confused about how often each of us can
tweet GeekandSundry per day about Obduction without it being considered
spamming. I can find no information whatsoever on the subject.

403.

Salvo Ludus 2 days ago
Has everyone tweeted @GeekandSundry yet? Remember they are
retweeting about one kickstarter per day.

404.

k'febi 2 days ago
@James: Could you add Kickstarter's shortened link: http://kck.st/16d8IRE ?
It's not as good for remembering, so the normal one should stay, but this one
is less to type. Maybe raise the current link and put "or http://kck.st/16d8IRE";
under it.
"MYST" is hard to read on it, and I think it's important for that to be
recognizable. Myst has tons of fans, and I'm guessing that most of them still
haven't heard of Obduction.
Thanks for the cool flyer!

405.

Stewart Bradford 2 days ago
Like it or not, rewards do tend to equate to "pre-sales". Few people will
pledge more money then they feel the reward is worth. If they just want the
game they won't pledge more then the company is asking for four just the
game. Not trying to defame these level of backers, they are very welcome
and probably make up the majority of pledges, but the people who are just
going to give over and above for no tangible reward are probably the minority
(again back to why I feel we need more tiers). The great thing about
Kickstarter is that it caters to both types of people.
Cyan is a company that breeds community and loyalty and a sense of family
and always delivers a rich and deep experience that we can treasure for
years to come. Knowing that I'm supporting a group of people that have
given me so much over the years is my reward for pledging what I have, but
hey the physical rewards are nice too ;-)

406.

Adreitz 2 days ago
@Stewart: Regarding your "pre-sale" comment, that is exactly what
Kickstarter is not. KS has made it very clear that this site is for investment
purposes. The fact that you can usually get a copy of the final product is just

a perk. They did away with "multi-pack" reward tiers some time ago to
reinforce that, because people were funding those tiers with the idea of then
re-selling the units in the pack at the final sale price and making a profit. We
are here to fund the development of a product (at whatever monetary amount
the individual deems appropriate), not to receive the product in return for our
money.

407.

Seba 2 days ago
DRM preferences aside (although "the more DRM the better for us as
backers because it means that overall the game will be better" is one of the
more baffling opinions I've heard on the subject), Kickstarter is not about
buying a game. You're supporting a company, trusting them with Your money
without a guarantee of them actually delivering the product (theoretically
speaking of course). Therefore the same trust should come from the other
side, trust that backers aren't pirates looking to exploit the company.
Practically speaking though, since everybody here is iterating over and over
ways of attracting more backers to Obduction, including a DRM-free option is
one of the most basic and cheap ways. Similar to the Linux crowd, there is a
section of gamers that just won't get behind projects enforcing DRM, so why
would we want to alienate them?
But since Cyan has many of their titles on GOG already, I doubt they have a
problem with DRM-free anyway ;)

408.

Stewart Bradford 2 days ago
While I don't have strong feelings either way on DRM I have had an
unpleasant run in with it when playing Telltale's Sam and Max games. I
bought and paid for them yet because of problems with my internet etc I am
currently unable to play them. This kind of DRM is horrible nonsense and
skills be avoided at all costs.
When speaking of Kickstarter projects though I don't see why DRM is
particularly necessary. Why should a company use DRM to protect their
investment when it is "we the people" who are essentially making the
investment? Sure there will be sales made after the game is finished but a
big element of Kickstarter is that it's a kind of "pre-sale". Why stop people
who have already paid for you game from "stealing" it. Can't steal what
you've already bought.
And let's face it, if someone wants to steal your game/software/movie/music
they are going to, whether you DRM it or not! That's a sad fact.

409.

Citrean 2 days ago
The only sort of DRM that bothers me is something that would prevent me
from playing the game all together if my internet cuts out or a license server
having down time.

410.

Joshua Sauer 2 days ago
I've never really gotten the whole DRM-hate thing. I mean, yeah, some kinds
of DRM are intrusive, and deserve hate, but I hate those because of the
intrusiveness, not because they are DRM. To insist on no DRM seems like
saying, essentially, "Make it easy for me to copy this game and distribute it
for free or I won't buy it!!!" Am I the only one to which that sounds kind of
schizophrenic? I'm certain that I own many, many games with some form of
DRM which I never, ever noticed because I never tried to copy it. As long as
DRM doesn't interfere with the LEGITIMATE use of a game (i.e. installing and
playing a game you have paid for), I don't see why I would care that it was
there...

411.

Rockman X 2 days ago
@William
I have a quad-core i7 with Win7-pro 64bit.
I've played:
Myst Masterpiece Edition (GOG.com, needs Quicktime Alternative)
Riven (GOG.com)
URU: Complete Chronicles (GOG.com, requires XP sp3 compatibility mode)
I also have Myst V (Yep, also from GOG) but I'm waiting to finish Uru before I
try it.

412.

Rockman X 2 days ago
@Salvo
My thoughts exactly!
@David
You are assuming the traditional model of making games where the producer
(Cyan in this case) would have to, basically, take out a loan to pay the bills
and employees during development and then hope that they sell enough
copies to pay off the loan. On Kickstarter we, the backers, are footing the
development costs. The producer can get away with a much smaller loan to
make the game. DRM schemes, especially good ones, need to be well
planned. Man-power has to be taken away from working on the game to
implement the DRM. The Backers will get LESS GAME because of the DRM.

413.

William C. Strohm 2 days ago
Curiosity question... not Obduction related:
How many of the Myst series games can you play on your computer(s)?
My early 2005 2.7 GHz dual-CPU PPC PowerMac running Mac OS X 10.4.11
plays the following with no problems:
Myst Masterpiece (Classic mode, no CD required)
Riven (Classic mode, no CD required)
Myst III Exile (OS X mode, no CD required; must turn off CPU #2 for good
sound)
Myst IV Revelation (OS X mode, DVD required)
Myst V End of Ages (OS X mode, DVD required)
It cannot play RealMyst or URU... need wife's Windows XP machine.

414.

Salvo Ludus 2 days ago
@David I've read a couple of your comments here before saying the same
thing about DRM. I disagree completely and I'm happy to say I think Cyan
disagrees too.
Want to guarantee that a good game gets pirated online? Put DRM on it. If a
game does not have DRM, people will buy the game if its reasonably priced.
If the game has DRM on it, people will wait for the game to be pirated, and
then download the non DRM version.
The fact that Cyan has said the box version won't have DRM and their other
games are available without DRM on gog.com makes me happy.

415.

Maarten Dijkstra 2 days ago
well said David

416.

David Mulder 2 days ago
As I have said before, the more DRM the better for us as backers because it
means that overall the game will be better. Without DRM friends can - without
a second thought - copy the game between each other -> less income. True,
DRM can be overdone (max 2 or 3 installations for example) and yes, copies
will circulate where the DRM's limitations are removed, however there is a
huge experience difference between installing a game from a lend
dvd/downloading it from a friends account and torrenting the entire game.
Point in case, by demanding a DRM-less version you aren't really helping
anybody... all I wish is that they won't make the DRM bad, but make it such
that you need to know how to use a hex editor before you can bypass it.

417.

James Andrew Wodehouse 2 days ago
Oops! okay second try with this
http://i44.tinypic.com/2zo9kkg.jpg

418.

Ryan S. Davis 2 days ago
@James--that picture is close, but I don't think I can use it. For one, the link
is spelled wrong :)
For another, the giant word MYST in the background--much as I love Myst, I
don't want to feature that on the flier. Don't want to confuse new people.

419.

James Andrew Wodehouse 2 days ago
Ryan don't know if this could be used?
http://tinypic.com/m/fzc30h/3

420.

Lorna Hartman 2 days ago
Am I the only one noticing that Kicktraq keeps showing up with higher
numbers than here? Some folks must be popping pledges in and out. That's
OK, just makes it confusing to track. (As long as you end up "in"!).

421.

Lorna Hartman 2 days ago
Someone made a flyer way back toward the beginning of the comments. You
might check it out. The only thing is that if memory serves, it had a black
background and that makes it not so good to make copies of for print use.
Something like that could easily be converted to black text on a white
background if we could get the original file? Or talk the original flyer person
into it. It's a quick change.

422.

Ryan S. Davis 2 days ago
I'm still hoping someone can create/post a flier that we can all print and
distribute to local coffee shops, etc.

423.

narniaozmasar 2 days ago
I just want to say a big thank-you to Cyan for putting together this Kickstarter.
I know we still have a ways to go, but I'm confident that we'll make it. I'm
excited about the Oculus Rift support, though I know we need to make a
stretch goal for this. But I just did an add-on to my pledge for a boxed copy of
the game, and I'm still spreading the word.

424.

MfGlisson 2 days ago
@Helena: That is somewhat less exciting, but still nice to know.

425.

Ryan S. Davis 2 days ago
Uh oh. I wouldn't count this as a smaller project. I hope they still consider it.

426.

Horatio 2 days ago
@Ryan: I see that G&S tweeted about 30 minutes ago that
#BeeandPuppycat the Series was their selection today. I was waiting for
some kind of announcement by G&S all day, but never saw a tweet telling
people to send in their KS suggestions. Finally, I just tweeted it to them.
Apparently, that is what we should have been doing all along.
The end of their BeeandPuppyCat tweet says, "smaller projects to be
promoted next - keep sending them in!" so I assume we just need to keep
tweeting G&S about Obduction.

427.

Ryan S. Davis 2 days ago
I take it we didn't get today's Geek & Sundry mention?

428.

Rockman X 2 days ago
@Robert Milius
Yeah, I knew about the boxed copy being DRM free I would totally jump on it
if I had the funds...
If I'm not donating more because of the DRM thing there might be others as
well. I thought it worth one dollar to mention it.

429.

Helena 2 days ago
@ MfGlisson: Kicktraq's rankings aren't just based on the amount of money
pledged; they also take into account other factors such as activity in the
comments section (so if you want to keep Obduction at the #1 spot, make
sure to post here often!)
@ Rockman X: I find it very hard to believe that there won't be some kind of
DRM-free option for digital downloads. As Robert mentioned, the physical
box has already been confirmed as DRM-free.

430.

Robert Milius 2 days ago
@Rockman X The Physical Box Copy ($75 tier) is DRM free, Rand confirmed
this already. Will probably come on a DVD so you'll need a dvd drive. (Shame
on you Apple for removing them).

431.

Adreitz 2 days ago
@Rockman: I personally don't really care about DRM as long as it doesn't do
anything stupid, like tie the game to a single machine irreversibly. However,
games on Steam don't need to have DRM. I don't think Steam cares one way
or another, so it's mostly up to the publisher.

432.

MfGlisson 2 days ago
An interesting thing to note about this project: for the majority of its run it has
been #1 on Kicktraq's list for the day's most funded Kickstarter. This means
that each day more has been contributed to this project then any other.
http://www.kicktraq.com/
Even if Obduction does not make its goal, it is nice to see the fan base be so
dedicated.

433.

Rockman X 2 days ago
I donated a dollar just so I could post.
I've been biding my time and and waiting for more news on which digital
distributors Cyan will use for Obduction. DRM gives me some kind of allergic
reaction. Yes, that includes Steam. The games on GOG.com have no DRM
or are "fixed" so that the game runs anyway. GOG is where I've gotten all of
my Cyan games (Myst Masterpiece Edition, Riven, URU:CC, Myst V).
There's about half a dozen Cyan games on GOG so I guess Obduction will
end up there as well. With my limited funds, however, I need to *know* it will
be there before I pledge.
So I've got two choices:
1. Wait for the game to come out on GOG.com and then buy it.
2. Pledge at least $25 on this Kickstarter and hope that there will be at least
one DRM free digital distributor.
In the first case I would get a DRM free copy of Obduction but my money
wouldn't help the game be made. If it's not ever released DRM free then I get
to keep my money and play any of the hundreds of games I already own.
In the second case I would get a copy of Obduction that *might* be DRM free
(P.S. Steam is DRM and still causes me to itch) and my money would help
Obduction to be produced. If the reward version is DRM free then I'm a
happy camper. If the reward version has DRM then I will have to wait for it
come out in a DRM free version which is the same as option #1 but I'll be out
the cost of the donation plus the cost of a copy of the game.
Since DRM is a major sticking point for me I'd have to go with option #1 and
wait for Obduction to show up on GOG (or a similar DRM free platform,
GOG's the one I use). I'd like to help more with the kickstarter and jump in at
the $75 tier but the Mighty No. 9 Kickstarter took most of my money.
Unfortunately I have to be wise with my remaining funds and I can't risk
paying for Obduction twice.

Moral of the story:
DRM is bad. Firm news of a DRM free digital distributor (e.g. GOG.com) will
mean I pledge more.

434.

Robert Milius 2 days ago
Myst Trivia: What color did the water turn in the Channelwood Age when
Atrus witnessed the funeral of the old man?

435.

Criswell Weatherman 2 days ago
Mavericks? Did apple run out of names of big fast cats?

436.

Adam Morgan 2 days ago
Another fan offers his services for Obduction pledges; way to go, BJ Homer!
http://bjhomer.blogspot.com/2013/10/will-code-for-obduction-pledges.html…

437.

Nick gordon 2 days ago
I just removed Mavericks because I didn't like it. A shame, I could have tried it
for you.
As I remember the Revelation install was a little harder, I tried all sort of
things and when it finally worked I couldn't what it was that did the trick. You
end up with one big file is what I can tell.

438.

Adreitz 2 days ago
@Nick: I'm using Mavericks on a Mac Pro, so I doubt this will work, but I
might try this weekend.

439.

Nick gordon 2 days ago
I think I used this patch on the ubi.com site
http://www.ubi.com/US/Downloads/Info.aspx…
to run Myst Exile on OSX

440.

Michael Pollard 2 days ago
I wonder why Cyan decided on the current tier range? I wonder, wonder I do.

441.

Nick gordon 2 days ago
Mist3 OS X US that is.

442.

Nick gordon 2 days ago
I run them on SnowLeopard on a macmini. Exile has a sound problem on a
few situations like when all the puzzels in Materia are solved and you run the
final movie, but no problems with puzzels or anything. I had an artpad + pen
and these gave problems with Revelation but when I used a normal mouse
the game pointer functioned normal.
Mist3 OX X US is the name of the player. RivenX also accepts the PC files
on a mac. The seem to be the same.

443.

Adreitz 2 days ago
@Nick: How are you running Exile and Revelation, and on what version of
OS X? I don't think Exile ever worked on Intel Macs and Revelation stopped
working around version 10.5 or so.

444.

Adreitz 2 days ago
@KC: Well, RivenX was mostly working when it was last updated. I think its
saved game files might have been incompatible with the original Riven build,
plus a couple other minor issues. You might want to look into that. It does
require the original disks, though -- the developer was only distributing the
game executable, not the resources (since this would put him at copyright
risk).

445.

Nick gordon 2 days ago
@Adreitz : not so. I run RivenX, Exile and Revelation on OSX. End of Ages I
don't know, I have it but do not much care for the game. So there are ports
working.

446.

Tiago Regueiras 2 days ago
Oh and it seams they'll support OS X.

447.

Tiago Regueiras 2 days ago
Then there's also a project working on a 3D version of Riven, just like
realMyst. Here's the link for those who are curious about it and still were
unaware of it's existence.
http://www.starryexpanse.com/

448.

KC 2 days ago
@Adreitz : disappointing to confirm my suspicion but many thanks for
replying.

449.

Adreitz 2 days ago
@KC: A guy was working on a port of Riven to Intel and modern versions of
OS X called RivenX, though development on that seems to have pretty much
stopped. As far as I know, none of the other Myst games will run on OS X (at
least, not without an OS 6-9 emulator like SheepShaver or a compatibility
layer like Wine). I remember Ubi's OS X port of Myst IV barely lasted a single
major revision of OS X before it completely broke and Ubi never bothered to
fix it.

450.

KC 2 days ago
@James thanks- do you know where you can download the old M games on
a new Mac ? I get the impression it is too much effort (if at all possible) to
make them work on the latest OS X.

451.

William 2 days ago
@Lorna Hartman Thanks for the link to the GDC Robyn Miller interview.
WOW! It's incredibly frightening! That is the most ALIVE GHOST I have ever
seen! And they managed to capture it in a picture! The detail is incredible!
Now that I know how ghosts can appear, I'm going to start looking at folks
around me allot closer and more suspiciously. GHOSTS! ;) :D
@For Cyan. There is in the interview something Robyn stated that really
resonates!
"“No fans. No demographics. No sales projections. No outside expectations.

No second guessing,” said Miller. “We designed a world for us, explored it as
we were designing. It did well because we made it for ourselves.”
I hope, so hope, this is still true. That this new adventure is as much for you,
for all the folks there at Cyan, and more so, then it is for any of us out here.
That it endues you and fires your imaginations and energy as before and
more so. I really, absolutely believe, that you do that, it will succeed beyond
current expectations! Of that I absolutely have no doubt! And thanks! Make it
so! Do it for you! Cyan's best years, are just on the horizon. :D

452.

Joel 2 days ago
"Become the artist" was certainly popular - if it won't compromise the game
design, why not open up a few more slots at a higher price?

453.

Paul Bade 2 days ago
@Christina If you lose, you pay the 10K pledge :-D

454.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 2 days ago
I bet we can reach 12,000 backers today!

455.

Paul Bade 2 days ago
@Patrick there is more than a gap in tier range. There a whole land of
opportunity.
In fact from $250 the only level that really appealed was the "Becoming an
artist", the other $850 "egg" was not so successful and the $4500/$10000 are
really expensive.
In the range 400/800 there is a lot of space for new tiers. And based on the
community more the tier is artistic or cooperative (designer, tester) more are
the chances of success.

Hope the Cyan folks, always listening to us, will consider it

456.

Porcupine 2 days ago
@Broc - unfortunately, as wonderful a tool as Kicktrack is, its projections are
all utter crap. Neither extrapolating a line through zero and the current point
nor extending the current slope have anything to do whatsoever with
whatever the project will actually make in the end, typically. In that light, I'd
love to see some significant further press coverage right about now unless
we wish to put our hopes in the final 48-hour rush (which isn't exactly
predictable either).

457.

Patrick Karjala 2 days ago
Cyan, I think that adding in a wider diversity of pledges in the mid-to-upper
range will bring in further financial support. Right now there's a big gap from
$250 to $850, and then an even larger gap from $850 to $4500. Something in
the sweet spot of $500 and $1000 pledge range would round out the
potential spots for backers. Alpha/Beta testing would also be a huge draw for
backers (though I understand having product / plot leaks is a risk).
Looking at the trending data, it's going to be a slim margin at this point based
off of the slowdown since the initial pledge unless there's a sudden burst of
interest in funding.

458.

Bob 2 days ago
Guys, just over 400k to go! We can do it!! I made a thread at
Crowdfundingforum.com for backers to congregate at and discuss the game
if anyone wishes to do so:
http://crowdfundingforum.com/showthread.php/8522-%28Kickstarter%29Obduction

459.

Lorna Hartman 2 days ago
This is one of the reasons why Myst and Cyan's other games have been so
passionately followed by its fans.
http://www.edge-online.com/features/when-it-comes-to-storytelling-andgetting-emotional-responses-from-games-sometimes-less-is-more/

460.

Lorna Hartman 2 days ago
Dude looks amazing post-death. Really good.
http://www.edge-online.com/news/gdc-2013-myst-creator-robyn-miller-onlying-about-budgets-poverty-and-technical-limitations/

461.

Akin Bilgic 2 days ago
Beta Testing access at a $500 tier would do the trick.

462.

Tai'lahr 2 days ago
@Cyan, thanks for including the puzzles leading up to the campaign and in
the video (hopefully, that one will be solved before the campaign ends). I'm
enjoying this journey very much. : )

463.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 2 days ago
@Linda great to hear about your YouTube playlist!

464.

Carol Woodward 2 days ago
I have had 738 views after putting a tiny teaser on Used Anywhere, hope
some of them go on to pledge.

465.

Mehmet Acr 2 days ago
I think the problem is related with gamers generation. I played myst and
raven intentionally and experience full of joy in my early ages. Now I am at
my thirties and found the game "heavy rain". It was full of Quite impressive
real life puzzles. I presented both games to my sixteen year old cousin. He
didn't interested and continued to play his wow. What I see that THIS
GENERATION DOESNT LIKE TO THINK IN AN ISOLATED SPACE. They
want to socialize and decide what they do with respect to their party in a
multiplayer game. And give a lot of importance to images, effects and
multiple interactions with surroundings and peoples. So I think they couldn't
see these things from the obduction video and text based updates. What we
need a good video including full of animations, little gameplay footage and
definitely cyan's mystical beatiful world musics. I know cyan's world and their
spirits since I lived in it by playing it. But quite many haven't experienced yet
and moreover they are quite different than us in social way.

466.

Broc Davies 2 days ago
@Stephen
Unless the kickstarter gets a similar massive influx of backers, like what
happened in the first 3 days, I don't see that projection as accurate. It looks
like it predicts what amount will be pledged at day 15 and then multiplies it by
two.

467.

LINDA WOLLETT 2 days ago
Hello all - I pledged on the first day and I've been checking in anxiously and
skimming new comments. I'm not at all computer literate but I have a You
Tube channel - no videos just a few playlists for me personally. Early this
morning (couldn't sleep), I made a public playlist for Obduction and a 15
second text only intro listing this website address. This morning it had 8
views. Not earth-shattering to be sure and it might have been 8 of you good

people but it could have led a new donor to this website. I also saw other
Obduction You Tube videos posted and a Cyan channel with the same video
that is on this website. That video has 13,171 views. 2 things I would change
on the Cyan post - allow 'likes' and also include this website address on the
post. Also, it couldn't hurt if more short videos touting this website were
posted.

468.

Patrick M. Collier 2 days ago
Aaaaand, that will happen by all of us who have already backed being crazy
advocates for this project... So if any of you have suggestions for what all of
us can actually do then let's start getting creative. The bottom line is as much
as some people here may want to we have no control over what Cyan does.
Regardless of what Cyan does this project succeeds or fails with us, the
backers and fans. If this project fails I hope you will all look at yourselves and
realize there is no one to blame but us, the community that surrounds this
project. By us this succeeds or dies; that is the whole point of crowd funding.
We are the team, this is "our" project now... Stop blaming things that are out
of our control it this isn't going the way you want and then get off your duff
and "do" something about it! Okay, I love you all, I am done.

469.

Patrick M. Collier 2 days ago
In fact if you look at the donor's per day there is no increase in the amount of
people backing per day when there are updates. The trend of backers per
day has remained the same. The first "bump" we got was from all the people
who were waiting for an update to see if they wanted to increase the amount
of money they were going to pledge for the project. As of now I think the
majority of backers are maxed out on what they can give. Updates aren't
going to help in that same way again. What really needs to happen is word of
mouth. Convincing greater numbers to jump on board or getting the people
who are on the fence... I'm just saying... Look at the numbers, they don't lie.

470.

Stephen 2 days ago
http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/#chart-exp-projection

471.

Patrick M. Collier 2 days ago
@Paolo That doesn't really tell the whole story. The second one of those
"bumps" with an update came because that day we got a $10,000 backer.
We didn't get a bump at all in the number of people donating. So unless the
$10,000 backer was waiting for an update to donate, then it didn't make
much of a difference...

472.

Barry Drennan 2 days ago
Agree with Paolo - updates are needed, as is external publicity (from gaming
news sites, etc.). Most of the people reading the updates have already
pledged, and you can't rely on everying doubling their previous pledge. We
need more warm bodies, and the way to do that is to get more publicity for
the project.

473.

Paul Bade 2 days ago
This is one of the reasons Cyan has to put updates...
http://imageshack.us/photo/my-images/850/jjtl.png/

474.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 2 days ago
Wonderful comment from Griffin! There are so many out there who'd be
eager backers but aren't plugged into the gaming/KS/geek world. And it's our
role to reach out to them just as much if not more than Cyan. For me,
Facebook is the place where I have the most non-geek friends. I'm thinking
of writing up my own tribute to Myst--talking about the nostalgia I have for it
and what made playing it a good experience--with a link to the Kickstarter at
the end. Something original and personal! I've posted the KS link already, but
something heartfelt may get more respect and attention than something glitzy
and commercial-looking. I also like the idea of personally emailing friends

who've played Myst in the past (but only once--don't be a nag!)

475.

Kevin SgtPepper Geaney 2 days ago
A little under $400,000 left to go! I'll be making sure to donate a nice $37 for
that t-shirt next week! Cyan, we need more updates!!!

476.

Grover 2 days ago
@Clarck: The current version is fine, a few glitches, but nothing worriing
(funny to see seagulls flying through the tower). I've never played RealMyst
before, and it's good to get back home ! If you can, I think you'd wait for the
next version which will be more beautiful. If you can't wait, it's worth the price.

477.

Horatio 2 days ago
@Stephen: Thank you for that information!

478.

Clark Davis 2 days ago
@Grover: How is it for iPad? Been wanting to get it but haven't yet. Now
waiting for the realMyst update.

